
HADAMARD, JACQUES Biographical

DRESHEN, ARNOLD

RAPSKINE, LOUTS

KOCKEEELLER Foundations

ROS1MWAU)

Jacques Hadamard, a great French mathematician who
left France in 19l}.2, apparently under some duress,,
Rabtti Stephen Wise, Arnold Dresden, XSJDODaGqmCII£p3X
Louis Rapskine of the Rockefeller Foundation, and others
busied themselves in Hadamard's interest. He was 7>
years old, and therefore, not eligible for appointment
in the Institute on a stipend basis* The Rockefeller
Foundation found that under its rules, they could do
nothing toward granting him funds, and, finally, the
proolem was resolved, apparently, by Jacob Billi^opf
approaching the Rosenwald Family Foundation, the Ittleson
Foundation, and the Paley Foundation,, The f ile^ does not
reveal what ultimately was done. Hadamard lectured at
Columbia and at the Institute for small amounts of money,

after some time was supported by French people and
mathematicians out of their own pocketbooks. One of the
embarrassing circumstances of the first attempts to bring
him out of France in 19̂ -1 and early 19lj-2, was the fact that
he wanted to bring 13 dependents with him.

D File, Hadamard, Jacques
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GEST ORIESTAt LIBRARY PACIL1TISS

concerning the G®sfe Oriental Library*

Piled in Vertical i<:ile under a&n for G©st Library,

6©st Oriental LIbrary--Vau It file, Oest Oriental Library
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-1910]-

ROCKEFELLER Foundations

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥OAI

COLUMBIA

HARVARD

OXFORD

GENERAL (HUNTINGTON LIBRARY)

WRIGHT, LOUIS B. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, F.

The sourde of this note is D File, American Civilization
Study which was initiated in correspondence between Aydelotte
and Wrighto Originally the idea was Weight's writing from
Huntington Library in 19lflo It did not take rapidly, and
there was a period of jockeying around. Dodds of Princeton

very much interested, and so also was Professor Chinard,

Professor of French at Princeton University. The original plan
contemplated a group of seminars. Earle of the Institute was
enthusiastic for a while about the s eminars, but whether he
became disinterested, or whether his work for the United States
Navy during the war actually interruped his concentration on the
seminars is an open question. He did not pursue it. Ultimately,

Stewart and Warren took it up. Ultimately, also, Aydelotte, -wiae-
haa secured a promise from Louis Bamberger of 075,000 to finance
the seminars for one year on the basis of the budget,**.®****- Y*
Aydelotte at first is not dubious about what is in his will, but
later on he says that since the legacy is only residual, it

will not be possible to count upon it for the 073,000. As will
be apparent from the file, the Rockefeller Foundation firmly
rejected aid twice, and caused Aydelotte to endeavor to make
the seminars a cooperative effort as between the various univer-
sities involved. There is no evidence that the seminars were
ever held or that the p rogram materialized. The fij.e simply
shows that the subject spun out into nothing at the end of 19lUl-»
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(Could it have been that Wright promoted the seminars
with the idea of strengthening his position with the
Huntington Trustees. Correspondence at the beginning of
the subject indicates that he needs strengthening with his
Trustees, and is not sure of his position. In the middle of
the discussions, he asks Aydelotte to reassure his trustees
as to the importance of the project,)

Documents on this subject are filed with this note
in the Vertical Pile under "W" for Wright, Louis B0

D File, American Civilization Study
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WORLD WAR II

PROFESSORS

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS

Government Relations

Academic Personnel

Academic Organization

Lowe six weeks in Washington at the end of 19if3 as a
member of a $pecial Committee of Historians formed at the
s|BJE request of General H. H. Arnold for the purpos e of investi-
gating the effects of y*fcyfrytegri»rl*jreg: aerial bombing on German
industry and morale. Also assisted in editing for U. S»
invasion troops a handbook with information on the libraries
and archives of Italy.

Panofsky, Prankl and Weitzmann participated in the
preparation of the maps and information sheets required by
the Commission for the preservation of cultural monuments for
use by U. So bombers and artillery men. Each was in charge of
specific towns and sections of Germany, and Panofsky was
responsible for the revision of the German material in its
entirety. f

Meritt in 19lj.2, May, Meritt began to work continuously
with the 0. S. S. in Washington taking leave of absence from
the Institute. Was in the Foreign Nationalities Branch of
Colonel Donovans organization as Chief of the Chancery
Divisipn. Purpose! to study foreign national groups in the
United States wittrrespect to their political aspirations,
their possible community of interest, their differences, and
the effect of all these upon the war effort of the Allies0

In Washington Meritt was active in following the political
aspirations of 3& foreign national groups in the United States.
One assignment was to cover completely the foreign language
press from/fche point of view of political intelligence which
he did in cooperation with a number of volunteer workers in
academic institutions throughout the United States. Other
work was of a confidential nature. The Foreign Nationalities
Branch operated under the direction of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. He was ultimately given the title of Associate Director
and had charge of the activities both of the Chancery Division
and the Field Study Division.

He lived in Washington during this time (until the
middle of August, 19i|-3) because he had to be in constant
touch with the Department of State, the Department of Justice,
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the Army, the Navy, the Office of War Information, and other
agencies interested in foreign nationalities such as the
Board of Economic Warfare, the Treasury Department* the
Maritime Commission.

In August, 19l|-3, when Governor Lehman, Active Director
of the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations,
needed him to establish as quickly as possible an outpost in
the Middle East. Meritt then resigned from the Office of
Strategic Services and obtained $ leave of absence from the
Institute until the end of the calendar year. Engaged to
go to Cairo as a representative of the State Department. For
many reasons not connected with his readiness to proceed upon
his new assignment, mainly bureaucratic changes, his departure
was delayed. Since he was given leave until October 18 and his
actual departure was scheduled finally for about that time,
he resigned on October £ from 0. F. R. R. 0« and did not make
the trip. His war duty apparently csased at that time.

The School of Mathematics! Oppenheimer was Director of the
Los Alamos Laboratories, associated there with Fermi,
von Neumann, Be the, Teller, Bacher*

Veblen on April 28, 19̂ 1-2 became Consultant to the Army
Ordnance Department attached to the ballistic research
laboratory of the Aberdeen Proving Ground. At the beginning
he went only occasionally to give advice, but soon found
himself spending four or five days a week in Aberdeen and
working on the problems coming up. Had been an ordnance
officer in World War I. The work was studying technical
problems in a general way advising authorities on precedure
and personnel needed for their solution and actually finding
and recruiting the key personnel. The Institute continued
to support him and this aided him in his position as consultant
leaving him independent of iks many of the usual military
restraints.

About July 1, 19l|.2 he accepted a personal contract with
the Navy Department to work with an operational research
group on submarine mine warfare. He entered this contract
retaining his consultancy with the Army Ordnance authorities
and agreeing fo a specified time for the latter <, The group
with which he worked became the nucleus from which operational
research personnel was provided to other branches of the
service, including particularly the Army Air Force. This work
ended July 1, 19i|-3«

Between August 13, 19̂  and September 2lj., 19i|4>
continued informal work previously engaged in helping
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the Armament Officer of the Strategic Air Force in Europe to
find scientific personnel to help in his work. He spent that
period in temporary duty in Europe attached to the Air Force
studying a number of critical problems involving travel in
England and France.

In Febraary, 19̂ 1-, he became consultant and later a member
of the Applied Mathematics Panel of N. D. R. G«

Einstein: When asked he gave occasional advice — no
continuous work — to the Navy Bureau of Ordnance on various
subjects,

Morse: Received citation from the War Department for
meritorious service fesxiJiH for the Ornance Department Army
Service Forces in the field of mathematical analysis and
research. Original studies in terminal kasxk ballistics,
bomb fragmentation, clearance of mine fields, and ricochet
which are of great value to every branch of the armed services
and to the Allies; recommendations which have enhanced the
tactical usefulness of war weapons and have improved the design
of American munitions and for the keen insight and untiring
energy with which his exceptional talents have been applied to
the war efforto

19k2- 191̂ 5 ke wrote with assistance 80 technical reports
from 10 to 100 pages in length, in all over 2,000 pages.
Among the subjects was thellradioaorIIproximityM£aoEB fuze which
has been called second in importance to the atomic bomb and
was perhaps first in direct influence on the prosecution of
the war. Morse made the principle mathematical analyses
in the Army for the purpcs e of predicting the advantage before
the fuze was made: the optimum height at which it should
function, or optimum distance from the enemy plane at which it
should burst. This varied with a
shell, rocket or bomb. According to an authority at the
Bureau of Standards, Morse's heights of bursts were built into
the fuses for the respective missies. Various heights which.
had been proposed by others would, if adopted, have decreased
the effects to one-third or less. Morse also wrote on the
proper tactical use of this fuze, varying with range, type of
weapon, angle of fire, proposed target, etc.

While still an expert consulta/nt of the Ordnance Department,
U. S. Army, he was still (October 13, 19̂ 5) going to Washington
on occasion. As Chairman of the Army Air Forces' Staff
Command to recommend future development of an all-purpose
fragmentation bomb (secret) he has recently completed a
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report on that in collaboration with representagives of the
technical trances of the Array and Navy.

During the three years he worked approximately half his
time for the Army Ordnance.

He was also Director of the Applied Mathematics Panel of the
N. D. R. C. under Gonant, for the most part advisory work.
His principle work was on the analyses and design of weapons.
Earlier work for N. D. R. C. included new methods of mathematical
analyses in photogrammetry.

Alexander: Worked with an Operational Research Unit in
the Bureau of Ordnance of the U. S. Navy from June, 191̂ .2 to
late January, 19i|3» Organized a study of the best tactical
and strategic use of undersea mines and to help sisdbc develop
defenses against enemy mining operations. The problem was of
importance because of the crisis caused by the rapid development
of magnetic, acoustic, and other proximity mines. He was
detached to work with an operational research unit station at
Headquarters of the Bomber Command of the 8th Air Force, U. S0
Army, in England, engaged in improving the bombing accuracy
of American planes over Germany in October, 19̂ 2. Officially
a civilian employee of the Navy.

Weylr April 1, 19̂ 3 appointed a special adviser to the
National Defense Research Committee. Assigned as consultant
to the Applied Mathematics Panel under Dr. Warren Weaver.
Carried out some basic research, mostly on the aerodynamics of
explosions (shock waves). The work was done at the Institute
in Princeton.

Von Neumann: (confidential?) Since 1937 had been
connected as a consultant with the Ballistic Research Laboratoy,
United States Army Ordnance Department, Aberdeen Proving Ground*
In 19ij.O the Scientific Advisory Committee to the Ballistic
Research Laboratory was organized by the War Department,,
It consisted of a dozen members, approximately, including
physicists like H. Urey, I. I. Rabi, J. W. Beams, and W. Hull.
Its function is to review three or four times each year the
functioning of the Laboratory and to make suggestions to the
War Department. Von Neumann served with it since its beginning
in 19ij.O and expected (October 11, 19i|-5) to continue after the
war0As con sultant to the Laboratory, spent about 25 per c ent
of his time from 34fcgxfriaryR7nrty late 19lf-3 up to ia±x early 19i]4
as consultant in advising the Laboratory ±k on its work in
aerodynamics. Since early 19lf-S> I have been taking part in
advising the Laboratory on its development program on various
high-speed computing devices and quite particularly in planning
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a new electronic machine.

September, 19i[.l - September 23$?J& 19̂ 2, consultant and
then a. member of Division 8 N. D. R. C. Work dealt with high
explosives. His work mainly in the theory of detonation
and the theory of various special high explosive arHangements.
This concerned the precise geometrical shape of an explosive
charge as used to modify, concentrate or direct the physical
effects of detonation.

September, 19̂ 2 until July 19̂ 3 worked for the U.S. Navy
Bureau of Ordnance Research and Development Division, Section
for Mine Warfare, on problems "operational research" physical,
statistical and more directly military investigations of the
use of the weapons under the jurisdiction of this section and
X of counter measures against them. In connection with this
spent January to July, 19lj-3 in England and thk last part of
19i{.2 in Washington.

Since the fall of 19̂ 3 continued his connection both with
Army Ordnance and Navy Bureau of Ordnance as consultant and
spent varying parts of his time in working on problems in
ado^dynamics and the theory and application of high explosives «

Since early 19̂ 4 directed a project of the Applied
Mathematics Panel at the Institute for Advanced Study. The
object was to carry out calculations on Hgrwy aerodynamical
questions of military importance and to develognew computing
methods likely to be useful in the fM.d. In August, 19l|̂ »
this project was taken over the United States Nagy Bureau of
Ordnance and somewhat expanded. Its objective now is to
develop new computing methods which are partibularly suited to
very high-speed computing devices that will become available
in the near future.

Since late 19iii(-> a member of Division 2 N. D .R. C.,
principally interested in studying the effects of explosive
blast and of projectile impact on various structures. Took
over much of the aerodynamical and high explosive work of
Division 8 with whlch£e was previously connected. Expected
to continue working on aerodynamical work, particularly in
connection with the interaction and reflection of blast waves
as results obtained are of purely scientific interest as well.
"There seems to be a good change that the post-war scientific
agency of the gain government will continue this work in
Princeton. Conclusions reached in the work led to direct
military applications in determining the conditions under which
large and extremely large bombs have to be detonated, classified
subject.
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Since September, 19lj-3» consultant of the Manhattan District
United States Engineers in Los Alamos Laboratory where his work
wasaof triple character: theoretical, in certain phases of
engineering, and operational research. Still highly
classified and entirely deleted in the Smyth report so that
he could not discuss it. Thirty per cent of his tim© spent at
Los Alamos.

School of Economics and Politics, Earle: In February
and March, 19i|-l on a grant from Carnegie Corporation of New ¥ork
and with authorization of the military and Haval Intelligence
Services, made a comprehensive trip to the newly-acquired air
and naval bases in the Caribbean region as well as to
American territories in that area. Made recommendations on
measures to be taken in the formulation of an intelligence
and counter-intelligence service in the West Indies and the
Canal Zone. Also a report submitted to Major General (then Mr.)
Frederick Osborn, which was a principle factor in the establish-
ment of a Special Services Divisionof the Army of the United
Stateso

July, 1941, summoned to Washington by Major General tf*±frfrpB
William Donovan to assist in the organization of the Division
of Research and Analysis of the 0. S.S. and was until the
autumn of 19̂ -2 a member of the Board of XaaijpaJbdtissiy Analysts
of the 0. S. S. "That is to say, of its principle policy
making body."

December, 19̂ 4-2 appointed Special Consultant to the Commanding
General of the Army Air Forces for the purpose of organizing
the Advisory Committee on Bombardment, subsequently named the
Committee of Operations Analysts. The Committee was charged
with making an overall survey fcf the industries and resources
of the Axis powers to select targets for bombardment to effect
most adversely the war effort of the enemy. The report was
submitted March 8, 19i|-3 and ggmfr set the pattern of the
strategic mission of the Army Air Forces in Europe, and provided
the working basis for coordinating bombing efforts of the
U. S. A. A. F. and the R. A. F. Additional reports subsequently
prepared on Italy and Japan which were likewise accepted as a; the
fundamental studies;served continuously with the Committee of
Operations Analysts from 19l|2-19i|lj- and thereafter with its
successor, the Joint (Army-Navy) Target Group.

I9i|4 spring and summer assigned by General Arnold to
the European theater of operations, mostly in United Kingdom in
matters connected with the aerial bombardment of Europe prior
to ani immediately subsequent to the Normandy landings.
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first half associated with the Division of International
Security and Organization of the Department of State whose job
it was to assist with the draft of the surrender terms to be
offered Germany and subsequently of assisting with the
jSKgr preparation of X Dumbarton Oaks agreements.

During 19if4-19̂ 5 in collaboration with Professor Harold
Sprout, Princeton University, associated with the Secretary of
the Navy ssA in connection with preparation and administration
of a program of education for naval R. 0. T. C. units for
war and post-war periods.

Summer ~L9l\$ two months' trip to Germany on matters
of interest to the Historical Division of the Army Air Forces
by direction of General Eaker, Deputy Commander. Given
authorization by the Commanding General to write a volume on
the heavy bombardment effort of the Army Air Forces in the
European theater of operations from 19̂ 2 to 19̂ 5o

W. W. Stewart, September, 1939-February, 19lj-0, Adviser
to the Secretary of the Treasury (full-time); 19̂ 0
Adviser to the Secretary of the Treasury (part-time);

Warren, Consultant U. S. Treasury Division of Research
and Statistics. February, 19̂ 4-2 - May, 19̂ 4-5, part of the time
part-time.. Nature of work: consultation of the borrowing
program/on Treasury relation to the banking system0 Department
of State asked for Warren's leave from the Institute for one
year to serve as a member of the State Department Mission to
Austria he said particular reference to the envisaged
Tripartite (BritishTAraerican and Russian military forces)
administration of Vienna. Warren was to occupy a key position
in the citilian organization. He was granted the leave.
Did he go?

Riofler: 1939, September, to January 1, 19ij-0, Assistant
to the Secretary of the Treasury. Adjustment of American
economy to shock of war. Returned to Institute January 1, 1914-0.

January, 19l}.l, requested by Vice-President Wallace to
come to Washington to draw up first outlines for organization
of Board of Economic Warfare. Returned to Institute
September, 19i|.l, but continued to act as Adviser to the Board.

March, 19i|.2 to London as Special Assistant to Ambassador Wynant
and principle representative of the Board of Economic 5£adt Warfare
in London representing the Board on the Blockade Committee„

Returned to United States, but in August, 19̂ 1-2, appointed
Minister and head of Economic Warfare Division in London.
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<̂ -— - Concentrated in one division in London operating with
the Ministry of Economic Warfare of the British Government,
matters pertaining to the ve<K<$%svsixi*w•x}s%!mfc's$mmx$Tftir«aaa«y
Anglo-American blockade of G-ermaiy, management of the black
list in the Eastern Hemisphere, economic and financial
negotiations with European neutrals, the gathering and
analysis of economic intelligence. This involved intimate
and direct liaison with the Air Forces, the European Theater
Commander, the American Naval Commander in European Waters.

Resigned and returned to the United States in the autumn
of 19̂ 1- when the fall of Prance reduced the blockade problem
to a negligible one0

D, War Work Faculty
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VON NEUMANN, JOHN Biographical

Von Neumann took a lot of consultant's fees outside
IAS pay—either/or he would leave. Pull-time violated

Stewart, Interview, 5/31/i|-6, p« 9
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GENERAL Academic Procedures

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS (pp. 11-13) Academic Organization

ECONOMICS (LEAGUE OP NATIONS) (p. 20-2lj.) Government Relations

Courses and seminars listed.

Bulletin ffiCEHOt No. 11, pp. 11-13
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PALEOGRAPHY Academic Activities

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES (pp. 2̂ -36) Academic Organization

LOWE, E. A. Biographical

Lowe has customarily given a course in paleography;
during 1943 and 1944 &© did not, for there were no good students
in paleography at Princeton. But he maintained contact with
younger scholars at N. Y. U», N. Carolina, Bryn Mawr College,
Pierpont Morgan Library.

Bulletin No, 11, p. 28
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SACHS, ALEXANDER Biographical

Alexander/ Sachs, ?2 Wall Street, New York City.

See Pile for Sachs1 activity with Aydelotte,
et. al., 19ij.l-19l|5 and press accounts of his function in
bringing Einstein to the President in regard to the atomic
bomb. Also see R. B. Warren's memorandum to Aydelotte on
Sachs1 suggestion that he have title of member at the Institute
for Advanced Study in connection with a proposed study of
interest rates, "the very heart of the capitalistic system."

D, Sachs, Alexander
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STRAUSS, LEWIS L. Biographical

Times Index said: Called to active Naval duty 3/l|./l|.l (7:5)
Paper said: Probably he will be stationed in Washington
in Bureau of Ordnance.

Times Index said: Noted as Army Navy Bulletin dir; career,
7/26/i|5~T575)
Paper said: Commodore Strauss is a special assistant to the
Secretary of the Navy.

Times Index said: Nominated rear admiral in naval reserve,
To777̂ F~T3ii::i)

Paper said: ForrestalVs aid is designated by Truman to Reserve.

Times Index said: Put on inactive status; plans return to
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., 1/5A6 (17:2)

Times Index said: Appointment Atomif Energy Commission por;
text of President Truman's statement and appointment, [on Palestine]
10/29A6 (1:7)
Times. Index said: Appointment to A. E. C. confirmed by Senate,
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

TAXATION(VICTGRY TAX)

GENERAL (WORLD GOVERNMENT)

ECONOMICS

CATLIN, GEORGE

RIEFLER, W. ¥.

MAYER (HOIBE PURCHASE, ETC.)

Academic Organization

Government Relations

Government R&Iations

Academic Activities

Biographical

Letters and memoranda regarding above headings in
Aydelotte file (Elsa Jenkins) 3/19/57, Pile No. 1.
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization
C*wo «VH IO<TK . H-aMCC

WARREN B10gpaphica3

ROCKEFELLER (SOCIAL SCIENCE Foundations
RESEARCH COUNCIL)

Project was undertaken by the Social Science Research
Council on 0250,000 granted by ikaRaakaa the Rockefeller
Foundation December 4, 1914-0. to be expended 805,000 194-1,
£65,000 19i|-2, 050,000 19̂ 3, £50,000 19&4- In addition a
sura of 050,000 to be matched dollar for dolla^to be expended
after fiscal 19J.3 and after fiscal 19l& if matched. Members
of the Committee should be appointed for annual terms and
the staff of the Committee should be appointed by the
Council with the approval of the Committee. Committee should
keep minutes and transmit them to the Council, etc.

The Committee consisted of the following in 19l|-l:
Edwin F. Gay, Arthur H. Cole, Herbert Heaton, Sam.
Harold Innis, Edgar A. J. Johnson andSimon Kuznets, Earle J0
Hamilton and R. B. Warren. The group of economic historians
who recommended the program consisted of some of those and othersx

Warren.

On November 9, 19̂ 0, Warren wrote a very" aJeidulous
comment on the notes of the conference which the prop-ram was
formulated and Kutznets' comments on the program. He arrived

a^definite conclusion^ There b eing no such thing as
economics, there is no such thing as economic history. There
are people who are interested in the economic a spects of
society in general, and people who are interested in the economic
aspects of history,

Three people sdosmi in the intial group stood out very
strongly because they were more talkative— Heaton, Kuznets
and Nef . Warren was reminded of Dr. Flexner whose own method
was personal." He believed Flexner would use the personal

methoa here and suggested that if Dr. Willits wants to
invest some money, he should invest it in one of the three
or some other individual since none of the three obsiouslv
would be able to work together.

opinfon* *£? approach employed has already
, not exactly £ifl futility fct its margin?! futility,
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Continuing this approach willproduce something elaborate,
\ pretentious, and expensive; but -i- do ist not believe it will

produce anything worthwhile.

"The present design seems under the influence of the
National Bureau, and the little I know of the National Bureau
persuades me that it is a design to be avoided. Whatever good
has come from the Bureau has been merely that it afforded a
device (and I think a clumsy and costly device) for projecting
three individuals — Mitchell, Wolman and Riefler..0"

On January £3, 19i}.l Warren accepted an invitation to join
the Committee extending its original membership by his
addition and that of Harold

March 3, 19i).l, Arthur H» Cole who was really the Chairman
of the Committee set down in ̂ memorandum to the members suggested
program:

(1) First to accumulate a record of all current
activities going forward in economic history in the United
States and to Ki&lŜ cxa codify it. C-L'his was after subcommittees had

been established.

(2) to Plan research in a given area will require
the whole subject to be broken down into topics. To determine
the mode of operation not as localized, geographically scattered
or assembly of a consultative committee.

Then to estimate costs in terms of number of
workers, salaries, and so forth.

(3) Keep the survey of work going forward in the broad
field of economic history and this will take travel, ftsx

(if.) Submit vouchers of your travel.

(5) The n ext meeting (J)

While the Committee was still seeking t o outline its
territory, Warren wrote Innis as follows: wonders whether
there is such a thing as economic history. That is the trouble
with the Committee, probably 0 There are: (a) political historians
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who acknowledge that economic facts influence political
action, and (b) economists who regard history as their
laboratory or proving ground illustrating the operation of
economic principles or theories under conditions considered as
affording a recognizable test and (c) pure historians; that is,
persons of a detective or reportorial type of mind who are
interested in assembling and noticing factual information as
it is discoverable.

He classifies the Marxists and Henry Georges' progress and
Poverty as examples of the third group. Innis' reprint of
an article called "Price System" is an excellent example of
group b»

Thinks the Committee could take one of the three
approaches, but only one. He eliminate* a because he thinks
the Committee limited by its own characteristics in that
he thinks none of its members has developed any such compre-
hensive philosophy of economic determinism. Group b requires
pioneering in one of the common economic msHKaip: concepts
the price system, SisoaixxEisx land as capital, rent, the distributioh

of income, national income. Perhaps best taken for granted and
get down to facts. Ther^is a real need for it, but he doesn't
think the Committee is inclined toward it.

Economic HistoEf
On March 2ij. or 25, 19ik3, the/Committee had a meeting.

This is the gist of Warren's own report of it: Three topics
mostly occupied the meeting, Bray Hammond is writing his own
banking history of the United States. He appeared before the
Committee and discussed it. (2) Johnson submitted a brief
outline of a book he is starting. Itis in the nature of the
historical critique of economic factors that have influenced
legislation. (3) The state of the subsidized studies.
By and large these are not going well. Warren!s own undertaking
with McClurkin, graduate s tudent at Pennsylvania, writing on

PreSolonial history of banking, fizzled out after an expenditure of
B500 when McClurkin was offered a job in Washington and took
it. Heath's project ran two yearw and cost &2,000 with little
or no text and Heath wants more money. In other cases the
writers are said to be immature. In short, a general tone
of discouragement prevailed. Except for Hammand, nothing
that could be called new was undertaken.
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Indecisive discussions a s to sponsoring manuscripts
prepared by initiative outside the Committee. This was
opposed as involving a possible reading task on the Committee,
but neither rejected nor accepted. One manuscript is more or
less tentatively accepted.

Innis reverted to a proposal for reorienting the whole
approach of the Committee that is sponsoring studies which
would Kte subject economic theory to historical test, an ideal
Warren advanced two years ago. It got nowhere.

"As I see it after two years of///̂ search the Committee has
a. ̂ " "not succeeded in uncovering much promising personnel. In

/v some cases likely men have been absorbed by ¥ashingi±on. It
may be that the Committee has been deficient in leadership,
but I believe the fault lies elsewhere; I can't locate it
myself.

In a g-w-g-ay sense the most tangible result of the two years
has been the creation of the Joupnal of Economic History, which
has been self-sustaining. Credit for tnis goes almost wholly

to Johnson.

He continues with these remarks: I am inclined to think
the whole approach is on too wide a front. I believe that
something could be done with Innis' suggestion of ifc testing
an economic concept by historical examples, or (b) by
definite encouragement of regionalism—that is to say by
creating centers of regional economic history in a few

-^universities-- perhaps three or four." He hesitates tocriticize
the Committee. Individually it is capable and three members:
Cole, Johnson and Heaton have worked energetically. It has
been the more than cautions in its appropriation/ he thinks to
date less than 825,000. At the current rate the grant will
expire with most of the fund unspent. Nevertheless, the
products will be inferior to the expenditure. I question this
whole concept of research in which a "project" costing from
S3,000 to £5,000 cash outlay not all from the Committee
produces a book whose edition runs to 500 copies with no
assurance that not even that many readers. "I am sure there
is kas±aa±±gc something basically w rong with the whole thing, but
I can't te.ll precisely what is wrong and still less what would set
in right. (Committee on Economic History Correspondence)
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The grants were evidently renewed but the total effect
or outcome is left in question by the files. Warren was
active in his correspondence with Arthur Cole, Librarian
at Harvard and Chairman of the Committee on Research in
Economic History under the auspices of the Social Science
Research Council whose members in 19̂ 7 included Cole, Earle J.
Hamilton, Herbert Heaton, John G. B. Hutchins, Harold A. Innis,
Leland H. Jenks, Edward C. Kirkland, Frederick C. Lane, and
Warren.

Warren's correspondence throughout evidences a brilliant,
critical faculty which at long last Cole seemed to feel
that he was difficult to persuade, for on November 30, 19̂ 8
Warren writes to Cole as follows: "I am sorry to have fallen
into the category of an agnostic, for I do not feel that I
am one. It seems to me that I said frothing about economic
history that could not be said of history. Gibbons said that
history was little but 'the record of the crimes, follies and
misfortunes' of mankind, and I proceeded in his own words to

\e triump of religion and barbarism'. That was enough
to make the history to end histories. Actually he was the

father of / history in the western world. But his children
(mostly) rejected his premisis and wrote history in all sorts
of ways.

Warren then proceeds to describe economic history as he
sees it--in Malthusian terms. "That economis history of the
record of the struggle between hsppiness and misery—the happiness
being represented by the gifts of God (the applicatioi^of reason

, < to resources), and the misery to original sin (i. e., selfishness
' as used by Adam/ Smith in Moral Philesophy,,*' This leads him to a
study of institutionalism (the institution being one incarnation

the world to happiness) and what seems to be the inevitable
drift the reasoned institution into a vested interest concerned

Vi with its own perpetuation, rather than its original end. This,
of course, leads to the familiar phrase of HggXelhg—it is the
function of the idea to create the institut Ion;!an̂ fchat the
institution to destroy the idea. So to me economic history
is the history of ideas (e. g0 entrepreneurship) and of the
Lnstitutionalism of an idea(e. g. THe corporation is the
institutionalizing of entrepreneurship), and the eventual
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destruction of the idea, as we see it being worked out
today through the familiar processes of cartilization and
nationalization — leading (to paraphrase giae.n/ to the triumph
of social justice and misery.' [This seems a little ma

Perhaps the key to Warren's mood and approach is in an
unsent letter addressed by him to Cole on March 31, 19i|-9.
Cole has gprp expressed appreciation of "an attempt at
perspective," and Warren says "...I am a complete pessimist,,
For some time most of my extra-curricular reading has been in
the area of 'decline and fall 'type, with its focus on the
ideological iŝ OTisdfcixî iKixaKaarapĤ xifeKxpjaiix turmoil that
accompanied the political disintegration of the third century.

He goes on to express/ regret that the a± article came out
because now he would rearrange it and state it differently
and he says, "When and If I ever get through my 'deline and fall'
phase, I shall try a 'Phoenix 'phase."

About the work of the Social Science Research Council for
research in the economic history of the United States, Posdick

says: "The Foundation has contributed substantially not only
to the general budget of the Social Science Research Council,
but also to the wide range of special projects of research in
which its committees have guided including, among others, the
following: (10 special pro jects/listed including economic history).

"This type of support is illustrated by the grant of
0300,000 which the Foundation made to the Social Science
Research Council in 19̂ -0 for research in the economic history
of the United States. For genuine understanding of the causes,
course, and significance of t he processes of tkax change in the
economy of the country, it is important to s tudy the long flow
of social and economic ±ESHEt events, so that light may be
thrown upon gradually developing structural and secular
modifications. In 10 years of work, this activity has resulted
in substantial progress in establishing economic history as a
recognized discipline; a groap of competent younger scholars
has been developed in this neglected field; and some authoritative
and influential volumes have been published." (Fosdick, story
of the Rockefeller Foundation, pp. 22

Stewart Files on Committee on Research in Economic History,
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GENERAL (COMMON ROOM, OXFORD) Facilities

LOWE, E. A. Biographical

Memorandum on dignity of Common Room.

Filed in Biographical File with this memo under Lowe, E. A,

A, 10/18/56, Misc. Docs.
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1/8

IKE

BUILDINGS AND GROUHDS Facilities

BREASTED Biographical

Marie C. Eichelser to Ayddlotte regardingsbove headings.

See Source.

FA (Elsa Jenkins) 3/19/57, Pile No. Ij..
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1/10

DODDS, HAROLD W. Biographical

EINSTEIN, A.

Telegram to Aydelotte from Marie Eichelser saying that
Dodds is giving luncheon January l£ to Latin American group ifi
this country—Duggan asks if Professor Einstein might be
present—believes his presence would greatly interest Latin
Americans.

Letter on this subject January llj., 19i|-l» (Duggan's idea
to have Einstein). Eisenhart invited Einstein who accepted.

See Source.

PA (Eisa Jenkins) 3/19/57, Pile No. 3-
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1/10

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

EARLE, EDWARD

UTLEY, FRIEDA

CARTER, EDWARD C.

Academic Organization

Biographical

Sarter to a school secretary I. A. S., January 1C),
commending MissLTtley to the School of Economics and Politics just after
the publication of her book, Japan's Feet of Clay.

"I met her first vjhen she was working in the Academy of Science
in Moscow mam' years ago. At that time her attitude toward the Soviet
Union was one of excited and expectant inquiry. Then her Soviet husband
got into trouble ana passed out of circulation. I never happened to hear
whether the fault was his-own or that of the Soviet system,,

"Quite naturally the incident resulted in a profound shift in
Miss Utley's attitude toward the U. S. S. R. Of course, Mr. Joseph Stalin
rates about as high with Miss Utley as General Robert Lee would have
rated with the Fifth Avenue d.eb during the Civil War if her newly married
husband had been sent to Libby Prison and then completely lapsed, into
silence,,"

This information was given by Mr. Carter by invitation from
fessor Earla to wiiom Miss Utley was referred by Mf.

E File, Applicants, Institute for Advanced. Study
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1/13

LIBRARY Facilities

¥ETL, HERMANN Biographical

Weyl to Aydelotte, January 13, 19ij-l

"I wish you would have a look at the new contraption in our
Library. Let the trustees try it out themselves and climb to the
platform of the ladder with a load of books! Quite seriously,
I think it actually dangerous: to get at some books on the upper
shelves you have to place the ladder across the side entrance,
and if somebody comes in absorbed in thought and knocks agai nst
it, he can easily shake you down from your lofty stand, I
hope we shall have to put up with this monster for a short time
only, and that Larson's reasonable plans for closing three of the
entrances and putting up stacks between the tables will soon
be realized."

D, Library, 1931-19̂ 5
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1/20

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

SEMINARS Academic Procedures

LIBRARY FACilities

MEMBERS Academic Personnel

GENERAL Public Relations

EARLE, E. M. Biographical

BAIIEY, THOS. S. (STAMFORD)

See file for Bailey's letter regarding Earle's seminar*

A, 10/30/56, IAS
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/1914-1 1/20

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Pacilities

Marie C. Eichelser to Aydelotte regarding above heading.

See Source.

PA (Elsa Jenkins) 3/19/57, Pile No. 1|..
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1/22

GENERAL Public Relations

Letter from Sweetser, Arthur, to Dr. Aydelotte, 1/22/Ij.l, telling
about his schedule before returningt o the Institute.

Piled under Chronological 19lf-l, 1/22.

A Pile, Sweetser, Arthur

II
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Westbrook Pegler

Searing Thoughts
Nothing could shake me worse

than to discover one day all
across page one that instead of

being .a genius
and w i z a r d ,
A l b e r t Bin-
stein was just
plain crazy. It
is s o m ething
to think about,
n e v ertheless;
because, after
all, how do we
k n o w ? If a
m a n is so
smart that no-
body else can
u n d e r s t and
him, how do

we know he is smart? How do
we know he isn't making it up
out of his head, and even when
he writes it down, you can't even
print it because we don't have
any words or letters for it and
you have to take pictures of it
and print the pictures instead.
Like when little kids are just
learning to make chicken tracks
on a piece of paper with a pen-

i.cil and they say these marks
spell something, so you enter
into the spirit of the thing and
.say it's wonderful; but, of course,
in the case of a little kid you

' know it is just a gag.
But you take, for instance,

down at, Princeton they have a
thing they call the department
for advanced thinking and, just
like regular colleges, they get to-
gether a c e r t a i n number of
hours a week and think, but you
can't understand it because it is
all 'way out of this world. Never-
theless, they claim it is very
tasty if you know the score.
They get around a blackboard
and make signs on it like you
make playing hop-scotch or like
you write on the wall of the
phone booth when you are wait-
ing for your party, but they
claim these marks mean some-
thing mysterious, and the way
they talk it up you just take it
for granted, and everybody says
they certainly are marvelous,
and how can they stand it to be
so smart.

What I want to know is how do
we know it isn't all a gag, and
maybe they get together in some-
body's room at night and play
ticktacktoe, and decide they will
juice it, up and call in the re-

porters and tell them they have
just discovered a new kind of
gas in the sun, and these score-
cards of the ticktacktoe tourna-
ment—well, they represent the
idea, but if anybody wants to
know just how they figure that
out they say you are too dumb
to understand.

I mean if you think a thought
that doesn't make any sense and
you tell it to me, naturally I look
you over to see if you have been
gnawing a crock, because if your
idea doesn't make any sense it
means I am dumb or you are
drammed up. But these wizards
make a lot of marks that aren't
letters at all, or even numbers—
but just hooks, like you check a
laundry list and plus and minus
and divide by a mark that looks
like a mistake. They say that is
their wonderful new idea and
you are supposed to collapse.

Or suppose I get a press agent
to spread it around how I have
made up some positively new
thoughts but nobody can under-
stand what they are about, are
they going to give me a house
and a salary to come down to
Princeton and just quietly think
in carpet slippers and an old
sweater, because I am a wizard?
Or will the family go to the judge
and say they are afraid to have
me around talking that way and
making goofy marks on paper, so
how about giving me a test? If
I can't explain it to the jury,
well, you know where they will
put me. If the jury can't under-
stand me I can't say the jury is
crazy and you better put them
away. They will say I am the one
who is nuts, and that is what
bothers me about Professor Ein-
stein and the rest of the advanced
thinkers at Princeton; because, to
hear them tell you, the rest of
the world is feeble minded and
we all ought to be locked up be-
cause we don't understand them.

I don't know. Maybe we are
nuts and they are smart; when
you come to think how all they
have to do is live at Princeton
free with a pretty good salary
and the boss can't check up or
whether they are doing higtq
class thinking (because how car?
he tell?) and every night they
can run up to New York and see
all the shows, That isn't so
dumb.
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

GENERAL

BLACK

BREASTED

1/23

Academic Organization

Facilities

Personnel

Biographical

Maria C. Eiehelser to Aydelotte, January 23, 19i(-l, covering
the above headings.

See source.

FA (Elsa Jenkins) 3/19/57, Pile no. ij..
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9M.1 1/27

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

STEWART, W. ¥.

RIEPLER, ¥. ¥.

WARREN, R.

Report of the Director, 1/27/ij.l.

Piled in Vertical Pile under ."E." for School of Economics
and Politics.
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19*1-1 February

PA1IOFSKY, ERWIN Biographical

INSTITUTE HISTORY Institute History

See draft of material for a report written for the
Director to make to the Board of Trustees fay Panofsky: not
used. (19i;l, February) Filed Vertical Pile.

School of Historical Studies (Betty Horton's pile)
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February

CARNEGIE C o

EARIE, EDWARD

Poundat ions

Corp or at leu

Biographical

Carnegie endowment gave Earle $1200 in February, 19^1* for expenses
for a proposed trip to the Caribbean. At the samei time the foundation is
considering a memorandum from Ea^le for a supplementary grant of
$18,000 for further studies on American foreign policy at the Institute.

E File, Institute—Pre-19^2 General Correspondence
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2/13

CARNEGIE CORPORATION Foundations

LESTER, ROBERT M. Biographical

In 1914.1 the Foundation appropriated 018,000 for the
Earle work. (Lesrter to Aydelotte, February 13, 19it-l» ibid.)

D File, Carnegie Corporation, 19l4-0-19ij-7
\.
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2/Uj.

EAKiE, E. M. Biographical

FHEXNER, A.

Plexner to Aydelotte, February 1 i)., 19̂ 1*

Prof0Hugh Taylor of the University heard Earle make a speech on
Totalitarian government/the night before, and thought it was a
most brilliant performance,, "I am naturally delighted with any
good news of this sort that trickles to me, H•o

D Pile, Plexner, Abraham
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2/15

ORIENTAL STUDIES Academic Activities

PRINCTON UNIVERSITY Relations WOA1

GOLDMAN, HETTY Biographical

PARIS, DR.

AYDELOTTE

Goldman to Aydelotte.

Regarding relations with Princeton anent Paris. \Mv*-

Biographical data in file.

Letter from Miss Goldman to Dr. Aydelotte in Chronological
Pile under 19/j.l, 2/l5.

A, 10/18/56, Humanistic Studies
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

February 15/41

My dear Dr. Aydelotte;

I was glad to get the memorandum concer-
ning Dr. Faris whom I have known and esteemed
ever since I came to Princeton.Contrary to the
carelessly propagated reports the Carnegie
people have evidently fulfilled their obli-
gations.

While strictly speaking it s certainly
up to Princeton to take care of Paris,neverthe-
less I think we must remember that the Univer-
sity in passed years was used to rather gene-
rous and unquestioning cooperation on the
part of the Institute.Princeton is certainly
badly in need of reeducation on the subject
of th^ T".-+-itute but I think the process shotld
be carried out in as generous a spirit as poe-
sible so as not to sacrifice what feeling
for cooperation exists.As a matter of fact
the Orinetal Division was one of those which
really made us welcomfeagrglng upon us the use
of their library and already over-crowded
seminar and inviting us to membership in their
Oriental Club.

I should like to suggest that we offer
to carry Faris for one year(either in whole
in part as seems best)whenever we receive the
assurance of his appointment to the Univer-
sity faculty.

Very sincerely,

;
c
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1941 X 2/24

BAILEY, E. S. Biographical

Resigned as Secretary of Board as of 6/30/41. Pension of $50 a month (no TIAA)

Tr. Kin. - 2/24/41 - p. 1-2
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1941

GEKERAL

Resolution re one seal for IAS

Tr. Min. - 2/24/41 - p. 2-3

2/24

Corporation
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GENERAL Public Relations

WORLD MAR II (League of Nations) Government Relations

Meeting in Princeton of persons connected with League of Nations.

Tr. Min. - 2/24/zH - p. 3
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GEST ORHBTAL LIBRART Facilities

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION Foundations

Purchase of objects of art owned by Mr.

Tr. Min. - 2/24/̂ 1 - p. 3
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MTTRANT, DAVID Biographical

Mitrany's salary discontinued during leave of absence; to be adjusted upon his return.

Tr. Min. - 2/24/̂ 1 - p.
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1941 2.24

BUDGET

INCOME
EXPENSES Estimated

Pension
Office of Director
Office of Treasurer
School of Mathematics
School of Economics
and Politics

School of Humanistic
Studies

Gest Oriental Library
Library Appropriation
Fuld Hall - Operation
and Maintenance

Equipment, supplies,
printing, etc.

Travel, communication,
entertainment, etc.

OPERATION OF BUDGET
1940-1941
$457,200.00
1940-1941

$ 12,000.00
32,495.00
9,350.00

129,759.00

127,180.00

90,575-00
4,980.00
25,000;00

12,000.00

4,000.00

4,000.00

Financf

July 1 - December 31, 1940
Estimated 1/2 Year

$228,600.00
Estimated 1/2 Year

$ 6,000.00
16,247.50
4,675.00
64,879-90

63,590.00

45,287.50
2,490.00
12,500.00

6,000.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

Received
$228,600.00
Expended

$ 6,000.00
16,247.50
4,675.00
62,185-39

47,961.36

42,000.00
2,490.00
12,500.00

5,956.74

3,937.49

1,658.25
(con't.)

Contingent Fund 5.861.00
£457.200.00

2.930.50
g228.600.00

750.00
3209.439.31

Tr. Min. - 2/24/41 p. 5
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INVESTMENTS Finance

Mr. Leidesdorf reported investments $60,000 off book value, which fee regarded as
an excellent showing.

Tr. Min. 2/24/1*1 - p. 6
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2/24

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

FLEXNER, ABRAHAM Biographical

The Report of the Director describes the developing program of the School of
Economics and Politics.

Tr. Min. - 2/24/̂ 1 - p. 7
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FOUNDERS Corporation

Plaque presented to IAS by Mr. Liveright

Tr. Min. - 2/24/̂ 1 Op.?
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WORLD WAR II (LEAGUE OP NATIONS) Government Relations

Extract from the Report of Dr. Aydelotte, 2/2ii/Lj.l.

See Source. (Extracts of 6/8/i|.3 and 5>/23/lj.6 also here)

PA (Elsa Jenkins) 3/19/57, Pile 3.
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SCHO'L OF ECONOMICS AID PO.'.ITICS Academic Organization

Report of the Director, February 2̂ , 19if.l»

Piled In Vertical Pile under "B*1 for School of Economics
and Politics.

PA (ElM Jenkins) 3/19/5?
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1941

ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

WORLD WAR II (League of Nations) Government Relations

See Appendix to Minutes of Feb. 24, 1941 for progress on Riefler, Stewart, Warren,
and Earle, together with Economic Section of League of Nations.

Tr. Min. - 2/24/41 - Appendix - pp. 1-9
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191*1 , 2/21*

SCHOOL 0? ECONOMICS & POLITICS Academic Organisation

RESEARCH Acadtraic Procedures

MOKLB WAR II Gcw»rnfl»nt Relations

Eeport of the Director, Appendix to Mimvfces 2/2ii/ij.l, pp. 1-9

See BCHCX3L OF ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS - Academic Organization
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3/5

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

PIESNER, A. Biographical

I have turned over in my miai your suggestion about
inviting Lefsehetz and Dean Eisenhart to lecture at Fuld
Hall. I think it would be an admirable idea.

Gest Oriental Library—Vault, Miscellaneous Correspondence, A - L
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GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY Facilities

FIEXNER, A. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.
I

Flexner to ^ydelotte, March 5, 19̂ 1.

"I bad such a delightful day at Princeton Monday and came
away with such a glow of satisfaction that I feel I ought not
to pass it by without telling you0M

He then goes on to recount conversations he had with
G-erould, librarian at Princeton University, Putnam, librarian

of Congress which had been trying to get the money together
to purchase the collection. He counselled F2exner to buy it on
the ground that it was very important to keep the library
together. H© also recommended to the Rockefeller Foundation

, jthat it pay half the price. The condition of/aale was that the
books be open to both the Institute and th© University "inasmuch
as we were pursuing that policy in humanistic studies and in
mathematics. I made no objection on that score." He spoke
with £>odds who said there were two possibilities: (1) If the

University procured funds for a new library it would be a
simple matter to preserve the integrity of this Chinese
collection, (2) He mentioned the fact that they were
contemplating another building, and that the library might
be housed in that. Meanwhile, 20 Nassau Street was available,

MNo promise was made by me, or was exacted by the
Foundation, to the effect that we should even in the near future

undertake the development of the field of Oriental studies,
; for by the time of which I am now speaking the condition of
the money market was such that I felt it would be useless to

Sraise the question. On the other hand, by the time this waST
is over relations in the Pacific and in the Orient are going
to be such that studies in the Oriental field will be timely and
indeei essential, I may add that Mr. Putnam told me that if the
Board was willing to house the books in the Congressional
Library,. I the Library has ample s^pace] to house them without
expense to the Institute andon such terms as would permit the
Institute to bring the books back to Princeton if that seemed
wise and desirable from the point of view of the Institute**
Gest Oriental Libra% , Vault, Miscellaneous Correspondence A - L
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LIBRARY Facilities

WARREN, R. W. Biographical

". Memorandum from Warren t o Stewart in regard, to the library

Piled under Chronological 19 -̂1, 3/6.

I.A.S. Economics & politics, 1940
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**> ̂  J-
March 6,

Memorandum

To: Dr. Stewart
Dr. Hiefler

From: Hr. Warren

The shelves of the library are now almost filled. It is understood that

the League will presently vacate the smaller reading room; and "by the year end,

that space too will "be filled.

I am not sure that there was ever any schematic design for the library.

If one is to "be inferred from the shelf-space designed, that design has been

abandonned. The existing library is nothing in the world "but a random assort-

ment of odds and ends. It is in no sense a reference library, since no section

(except possibly the mathematics) is sufficiently complete, or ever can be suf-

ficiently complete for "reference." It is not a research library, and never

can be a research library. It is not even a reading room; for current periodi-

cals are few and heterogeneous.

I can only say that this Library represents a scandalous waste of money.

In no sense is this a reflection on the Librarian, who has acted under orders.

In one sense, it is not even a reflection on individuals; they were told that

the Library would buy the books they wanted, a.nd being the sort of people they

are, they began ordering books. But it is a terrible reflection on the In-

stitute as a, supposedly responsible body, endowed with funds by a trustful

benefactor. In its conduct of the Library, the Institute has shox«i no more

sense of responsibility than a child given a handful of money in a candy store.

It has strolled from tray to tray, asking for a handful of each.

I have been the worst offender in this departaent; and as long as this

easy money policy continues, I shall probably continue to offend. 2ve money

is there, and I might as well spend it while the spending is good. But at the
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sarne tirae, I submit that the whole thing is immature and reprehensible; that

?ay objective person would criticize it on every ground.

I protest formally against the continuation of this policy or absence

of -nolicy; and foraally request that this department take it under considera-

tion.
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS

EICKMAN, DR. W. BRADDOCK

AYDELOTTE, P.

DODDS, HAROLD ¥.

Academic Organization

Biographical

Aydelotte to Dodds informing him that Hicferaian's
presence on N» B» E. R. study will be necessary for another
academic year for analyzing of the datet he has helped to
assemble under ^iefler's leadership. The Institute is
appointing Hickman member for one year beginning June
15, 1914.1. The complications are that the Carnegie Corporation
which put up the money provided that the man should be
released to go back to his teaching position,, Hiekman is at

Princeton*. All concur on the desirability of the added year;
that is, Carnegie and W. B. E. R.and Rief ler; does Dodds?

(no answer in the file) H~ M-. f c f / 141 -v

D, Dodds, Harold W,
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HOUS1HG Facilities

Long letter from Harrison M, fhomae to Otto S» Schalrer
of R» C. A, regarding I. A. S. housing.

Piled In Vertical file under I!HW for Housing.

D, Housing Situation In Prinofibon
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STEWART, ¥.W. Biographical

TRUSTEES Corporation

Stewart to Dr. Aydelotte:

"In accordance with our recent conversation, I herewith submit my resignation as
a member of the Board of Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study. I shall be glad
to suit your convenience as to the date when the resignation becomes effective, but it
has occurred to me that you might like to have it in hand so that the Committee on
Nominations could make a recommendation of my successor and the Board could act on the
recommendation at its next meeting.

"As you know, I have felt for a long time that it was unsound in principle for &
member of the faculty to be also a member of the Board. When I first became amember of
the faculty I offered my resignation as a trustee to Dr. Flexner, but was persuaded to
continue for a period. At the time of your election as Director, I again offered my
resignation as a trustee, but you asked me to postpone the matter for at least a year.
During this period, both experience and observation have confirmed me in the belief that
I ought not to serve both as fâ â ĵM«̂ b<̂ ĵ d_Jtruatee, and the time has now come for
definite action. Hy view is that the faculty and the trustees have quite separate and

distinct functions to perform and that any overlappingAfjnembership always runs the
risk of creatingConfusion and . iasx misunderstanding. If I_were to continue as a
trustee, I would not feel justified in voting for the. rê Ŝctipn of my faculty
colleagues to the Board solely because they were rflember7o^fth^e Faculty, and I there-
fore feel that it is entirely illogical for me to continueboth as a trustee and
professor.

"In submitting my resignation, I hardly need to say how much I have enjoyed my
membership on the Board, particularly during the period before I became a member of the
Faculty."

File: IAS - W.W.STEWART - 1932-45
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CARKEGIE CORPORATION

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

AlffiELOTTE, F.

Foundations

Academic Organization

Biographical

Aydelotte to ̂ oiilard, March 29,

Asks for a new appropriation of &Y700 for de Tolnay,
Frankl, Heckscher, and Lawrence which was refused on April 5,
19i|-lo This was because of harci times, ana was without prejudice
to renewal of the request later on0

Aydelotte renewed the request with regard to
Dr» Marion Lawrence and Dr0 William S. Heckscher.

Dollard replied April 16, that the Institute appropriated
$1,200 for either Heckscher or Marion Lawrence.

D File, Carnegie Corporation, 19i|.0-19i|-7
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April

BENEFITS Academic personnel

PROFESSORS

List of professors with the following informations
premium per year, life annuity 6$, starting at age 70, and
present ag® (In 19i|.l}»

Piled in Vertical Pile under WBW for benefits,

A, 10/18/56, Pile Ho. 55
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

MERITT Biographical

PANOFSKY

HERZFELD

LOWE

Their reports on their work—valu£> le and detailed.

A, 10/18/56 School of studies to Board
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

MOREY, C. R. Biographical

AYDELOTT; , p.

Aydelotte asked Morey for a report on School of Humanistic
Studies as he "p"as played so large a part." Morey complies.
Aydelotte acknowledges April 23 saying he depends heavily on
Morey's "advice and assistance in the general organization and
direction of our work." Report not in file.

D, Morey, G. R.
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

MOKEY, C. R. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

Copy from a copy from Morey's papers lent by Professor Lee,

\l 10, 1914.1

Dear Dr. Aydelotte:

I have read with great interest the report concerning the
School of Economics of the Institute and am glad to contribute
what I can to the data for the report on the School of Humanities.
It is somewhat difficult to do this in orderly fashion because
the cooperation of the Institute with the Department has been in
some aspects so close that it is difficult to sort out just what
the contribution of the Institute is. However, I will do my best.

First of all, it is to be noted the constant employment of
the members of the Institute's School of Humanities as reXeĵ ees
on problems that need expertise. We are indebted, for instance, to
Drĵ jjowe for the palaeographic*evidence that enabled us to date
th"e columns of the ciborium of St. Mark's, which is a research
problem/ going forward in the Department at this time. The
Index of Christian_A£t too owes a great deal to him for admitting
members of its staff to his pro-seminar in Latin Palaeography.
Dr. JHerz^feld has helped us out in the same way on problems of
Near Eastern archaeology and his "afternoons" (on Wednesdays during
the past year), though somewhat beyond the capacities of our
graduate students, were highly appreciated nevertheless by the

' scholars visiting the Department, such as Debevoise of Chicago.

The chief liaison between the Department and the Institute's
School is, of course, Professor Panofsky, and it is difficult to
estimate the value which his presence in Princeton provides for
our graduate work. It is not only that his seminars are eagerly
sought by our students, but they go to him for all sorts of
problems, and out of this connection has emerged some excellent
papers by graduate students, one of them written during the past
year by Parkhurst entitled "The Madonna of the Inkpot." You may
remember that this title, because it was misquoted in the
University Bulletin as "Madonna of the Inkspot," was honored by
a. squib in the New Yorker. We are planning a seminar by Panofsky
during the first term of next year and another one by Dr. De"Tolnay
,on the drawings of Michelangelo. The contribution of Panofsky
land his pupil De Tolnay to the studies in art history at
grinceton is no less important for the training that our

1 students thus get in European methods than in the information
i acquired.
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The work of Hanns Swarzenski and Kurt Weitzmann is still
more intimately integrated with the research of the Department.
Dr. Swarzenski took part in Professor Stohlman's pro-seminar in
mediaeval minor arts during the first term, bringing to bear
upon it his extensive scholarship in Gothic metalwork and manuscript,
I myself am indebted to him for invaluable help in my pro-seminar
in Carolingian art. As for Dr. Weitzmann, he is engaged, as
you know, with Professors DeWald and Friend in the great corpus
of the Illustrations of the Old Testament in Greek Manuscripts,
a- work which goes steadily if slowly onward. We are indebted to
him for a brilliant write-up of a mystifying relief in the
;Museo Sacro of the Vatican .Library, indispensable for the
completion of its catalogue.

The most important recent writing that Weitzmann has done
in connection with the work of the Department is his interpretation
of a series of mosaics from Antioch found during the last season
as illustrations of verses in the plays of Euripides. This,
,I think, will be the most interesting contribution fo the
contents of volume III of Antioch-on-the Orontes, which is appearing
this year. For this publication we have had the help of
Professor Campbell of Welles ley, who was on leave from that
institution during the second term of the past academic year and
of this one HS well, and on whom the Editor of Antioda III
must depend for the archaeological data necessary for the dating
and interpretation of the finds.

As you know, the excavations of Antioch had to be suspended
at the time of the Turkish occupation of the Sanjak. Our
concession, however, runs to January 1, 19̂ -3> and Professor
Campbell, while thus debarred from his former function as Field
Director, is nevertheless no less useful now in the contribution
he is making to the publication of the excavations. This
includes not only &is work on Antioch III but also articles on the
excavations which he has contributed to the American Journal of
Archaeology.

Through his skillful management, the Expedition was able
to extricate all iac of the mosaics and other objects awarded to
it by the Syrian government and transfer them to this country,
where they are now partly in storage and partly exhibited at
the Worcester, Baltimore, Fogg, Dumbarton Oaks and Princeton
museums, besiaes some mosaics which have been disposed of to the
Metropolitan Museum, Detroit and Providence museums. The
excavations of Antioch which the Institute has /'iaJded through

, the grant to Professor Campbell and otherwise, has thus enriched
\e collections of American museums in a widespread manner

- throughout the countryc

The gepartment has profited greatly by the appointment of
two of its members as grantees of the Institute. Professor
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George J£axs3dbh has been enabled thus to bring to practical
conclusion UTS WQrk Qn g> Martln dfAngers which the Department
$ hopes to publish during the course of the year, and Professor
SJjUJJiPll k-as been set free in this fashion to do the heavy

/ editorial work on Antioch-on-the-Orontes, volume II anci III.
The Department has profited also by the presence in McCormick Hall
of other grantees of the Institute, namely Mr. £:irjga.sjbed ana
Dr. JStjirr, who held an Institute grant in 1939-ip and a Guggenheim
fellowship during the present academic year. Professor Rensselaer
W« Jj£6, formerly of Northwestern University, profited by his grant
in the Institute to produce what is considered one of the most
important articles in art history that has appeared in recent
years by an American author, - "Ut Pictura Poesis," published in
a recent issue of the Art Bulletin.J

Finally, I think I ought to mention in this survey of
, the Department's connection with the School of Humanities during
\e past two academic years one outstanding fact which, I think,

': is not unconnected with the development of the cooperation of
\the two institutions in the field of the Pine Arts. This is the
distinct improvement both in quality and numbers of graduate
students applying for entrance to Princeton in art and archaeology.
The Department has filled and transcended its quota in the last
two years and is impressed by the unusually good background of
the students who are seeking to continue their studies at Princeton.

Hopping that this will give you the desired data and
thanking you for the opportunity to express the Department's
appreciation of the cooperation of the Institute with the
Department in this way, I am

Very sincerely yours,

CRM/EB

Dr0 Frank Aydelotte
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N. J. *.

0
Copied by jeb 10/29/56

Y)
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AYDBLOTTE, P. Biographical

HOUGHTON, ALANSON B.

Houghton to Aydelotte, April 3, 19ij.l.

"I was tremendously interested in your description of
the work of the economists. It gave me a view of what they
were trying to do which I could have obtained in no other
It is an admirable statement. I shall look forward with
keen interest to the statements relative to the other
departments which you promise in future reports."

D Pile, H0ughton, Alanson B,
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

LARSON, J. P. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

Aydelotte asks Larson for confidential estimate of building
building D. Sayŝ oney is in prospect, but by no means a
cer.tainty. Keep confidential.

D, Larson, J. Fredrick, 1914.!-
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

AYDELOTTE, F. Biographical

FLEXNER, A.

Flexner to Aydelotte,.answering his letter of an earlier
date, telling Flexner that set naa Been invited to preside at
meetings of the Medieval Academy of America, a dinner
April 25, 19^4-1, Bf which Princeton and the Institute were
joint hosts. Aydelotte can't preside, and. gracefully asks
Flexner to do It« Lowe actually does/the job since Flexner's
throat Is bothering him so badlyc

Also see for correspondence between Cottrell of Harvard,
Secretary of the j&^±ats3dcA&aua£iQy Medieval Academy, Aydelotte,
and Flexner dm April of 19l|lo

File 111-18
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

EIPGRAPHY Academic Activities

ARCHAEOLOGY

ORIENTAL STUDIES

PALEOGRAPHY

POLICIES >x / ̂ ^/ Administration

Unsigned ribbon p copy of memorandum directed to the
Director from the faculty of the School of Humanistic Studies,
April 18, 19i|.l.

"The Institute as we of the humanist faculty understand it,
was designed primarily as a center for research where a
scholar could demote all his time to the pursuit of his
particular investigation, undisturbed by administrative duties
and unhampered by teaching, except of pupils of his own choice."
Granting that methods of research and work are individual and „
are so-recognized, it is essential tkat professors have the means

"for inviting suitable young assistants to collaborate with
us and mature colleagues with whom to exchange ideas. This is
perhaps the most fruitful use to which our ±m£±K Institute can
be put. The second way of proving his usefulness is by
publication; for this it is necessary to have the appropriate
means."

School of Humanistic Studies must have enough
money for funds to invite asistants and members and to publish.

Another question of Institute policy: Meritt, Lowe,
Herzfeld have had to spend years and money collecting their
particular libraries of material.
"While it is a known fact that the study of the history of fine
arts is adequately supported and well represented in our
universities and colleges, research in prehistoric archaeology
and Oriental culture, xssA as well as in epigraphy and
paleography, have only a precarious footing in our larger
univer si titles and are utterly neglected in our colleges. Yet
the latter two subjects formje the very foundation for other
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/The
fields of study and are therefore basic. /SEfeuSr quest ion of
policy, then, is this: should the Institute consciously strive
to be a real center for these fundamental and specialized
subjects and plan for their continuation when the present
incumbents of these chairs are no longer in the Institute?"

The memorandum then likens the potential position of
the Institute in futore as the sheltering place for learning
as was Monte Cassino in its shelter in the c ritical fifth
century.

(This i s clearly an attack on Panofsky by Meritt, Lowe,
and Herzfeld. Correspondence on S. H. S« involving Morey
usually was TK±:klix£ between Morey, Panof sky and Flexner. Meritt
does not figure much in it»)

D, Humanistic Studies (School of) (Correspondence, Memoranda, etc.)
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HERZFELD Biographical

ARCHEOLOGY (IRINIAN) Academic Activities

Herzfeld to Aydelotte, April 18, 19̂ 1-1 giving his present program
of work at the Institute.

Piled in Chronological Pile unaer 19̂ 1, April 18.

S Pile, Economics & politics, Reports, Memos, 19l|7-i.f.8
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STTTDY
School of Humanistic Studies

Princeton* Wet? Jersey

Aorll 18, 1941

Dr. Franlc Avdelotte
Fu.ld Hall
Princeton

Dear Dr. Aydelotte:

In reply to your letter of April 5> I wish, to

rmb.TT?lt here a fen* facts concerning my present program of

t/orlc at the Institute. I an taking this opportunity to

acquaint you personally with tKose facts and shall leave It

to you to select whatever you feel may/of Interest to the

Board of Trustees.

In 19Ĵ 7 when I took tip residence in England, having

transferred my library* collection of antiquities, and

scientific material there from Persia and G-ernany, I was en-

gaged In editing the Ajrjihjaejjlff̂ ^̂  ajia l£an

and the Iranlaiohe Donkmaler, The first of these two clooely

related serial publlcatlonBi Initiated In 1929, was devoted

to a pronentatlon of nor discoveries and the disciisBion of

archaeological problfeiij the saoond^c contained llltiotratlons

of objects hitherto unhno'-m. Their publication had been

supported by the Gernan Archaeological Institute through a

yearly subvention to we of 5000 to 6000 marks. When I

accepted the invitation to the Institute for Advanced Study

in 1936 I had, of course, to sever connections with the
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German Institute but I succeeded In obtaining permission to

u&e certain funds belonging to me in Germany for the continua-

tion of these publications, as well as of a third: Excavations

of Sainarrâ  This last presents the results of excavations

carried, on from 1911 to 1913, find five volum.es had already

appeared between 1923 and 1930,

In December 1934, I delivered a course of lectures
f*-4-̂ fc44» **vUt-*fl —

at the British Academy, London, later published by the Oxford
s\s as ̂ohaep̂ Logioal Ĥsjtorgr of Iran, These lectures led to

an invitation from the Lot-rail Institute in Boston to deliver

a similar series there in October and Hovember of 1936. This

latter series, now in process of publication by the Oxford Press

in N'-tr York, will appear, shortly in boolc form under the title t

East.

Thus when I came to the Institute in 1936 I had a

quite extensive program for publication, in part already \mder

way, but for a large part of which I still sought financial

support. On a previous visit to the United States in Janaury

and February of 1935 I had brought raueh. of ttohls material with me

hoping to find the necessary assistance. I had occasion to

discuss plans for malcinr; it available through publication vrith

Col, . The odor e Roosevelt, Processor Rvifua Morey, and Dr.. Walter

W» S, Cook. Upon coming to the Institute it was nr* hope, that

I might then be able to brinr: these plans to fulfillment.

In Princeton I have continued the publication of

^JJLSLSyjJgysyS,* having; brought out volumes
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¥11 and IX, in 19-36 and 1938 respectivelyj and. In acdltlon,

a large volume> AT̂ ŝl.acf̂ e Inschrifton^ also published in 1938.

A detailed a-" count of thcsse works has been given by G-eorg©

Miles In Ara Islainlcai volume VII, 1940» pp. 82-92.

I have further prepared for publication the following

volumes!

/ A ,,.. f'l , '\; Zoroastrlaji r Studies. J

Tills Is a large book devoted to an analysis and. dis-

cussion of all the historical and geographical material con-

tained In the religious books and Inscriptions of the Zoroastrlane,

The preliminary work Is philological> and In this I have had

the most valuable help of Dr. Paul Tedesco. The new Interpre-'

tat ion of many t-rorde and paosaroo In these books fixes the date

of Zarathustra as an entirely historical fifrure, a broth0r~ln-

laif of. the king1 Cambyses, son. of Pjr-is, foun̂ x'bf the Persian

0mplret In addition, many fundamental problor.a of Iranian

archaeology and phllolo,gy have found here a Jk»lution» But per-

haps the chief interest of the b"0ks Is a much broader one,

'The establishment of the Persian empire, which comprised the

world Icnowi at that time, with the exception of Greece and

China, had put an end to the independent.political existence of

many small nations, araoiî  them Palestine, During the two hundred

years of peace new Meaa.x-mrc evolved that remain an historical

force to the present day* Previously, religious thought had

been limited in extent to a jferlbe or nation: eadh one worshipped

a national god according to inherited cult. Only with the
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abolishment of separate political independence*, could the

idea of a universal god - to whom, not the nation as a unit,

but the individual isan was responsible - be conceived. Hence,
i

the idea of universality of relgion and of moral law, as re-

placlnc cultic rites, were a consequence of the Persian .Empire;

and the.two hundreds years of peace it brourht, prepared the

soil for Christianity,

11̂  ̂  y^^^J^^f^,]^^^^^]^^-,,,. .̂ ŜSS*
I conducted those excavations, undertaken by a founda-

tion of which Professor F, Sarre, of Berlin, was a trustee,

during the years 1911 to 1913. Publication of the results

bcrjan after the last war, and the first five volumes have

already appeared. There is material for three more. The excava-

tions were made with the purpose of procuring arenaeolgoical

facts elucidating the beginnings of Muharamedan civilisation,

Samarra was the residence of eight caliphs, _ sens and rrandsonw

of Harun al-Rashld, during the 8th century A.D,, when civilisation

in "urope was in an undeveloped state of transition. The Muhairmte-

dan empire stretched from 0-iferaltar to India, and Ch.lna. The

ruins of the capital covpr about forty square niles, shaped

very much like Manhattan, We made a complete survey on the ground,

and were presented .with anyalr survey by Sir R. Brooke-Pophain,

at tJiat time British Air~!4ars!iall» These surveys show every

street and every house of the immense .town, although on the

ground they are rarely distinguishable from the general geological

surface of the land, Tvo literary works of the period, one a
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guide-book giving a street by street and almost house by house

description, and a very detailed fearly chronicle of events,'

have been translated and discussed 'by me. ¥0 hav<% then* not onljr

the excavated palaces, moaques, public bulldln-Ts, and private

houses, but */e know who live^ there, and what they did and said

and thought^ sometimes even the use to which a particular room

was put* Such complete documentation, so rare In archaeology*

brings the '.ihole town to life again. It ratio t have had well

over a million inhabitants,' but It existed only for fifty years,

af tor which time the population moved bach to Baghdad,. The

rapid decline of the political power of the caliphate can be

explained by the complete disregard of economical oonsiderajllfms,

and still more i the dissolution of all moral pr iRclplen. No

other neriod in European hi storĵ r offers to close a parallel tojp ••

our present, conditions of livinr; as the Muhanraedan world of

that period.

Before the last war» the Instlttit de France undertook

to support an extensive plan, originated by the late Svrios

orientalist Max van Berchen, for the collection of all Mttliamnodan

tnoniwnents and objects of art bearing Inscriptions, The expedl*-

tlonc to do the actual t/ork t̂ ere left to private enterprise,

although they received all necessary support frora their various

governments. The publication was done through the Institut de
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Prance in Paris and Cairo, My personal connection with this

undertaking lasted from 1907 to 1930, but with the death of

Max van Berohem in 1921 publication ceased. I had- always hoped

that the work might- be resumed, and toward this end, In the

strainer .of 1933, I met in Paris with Dr., Waldo Leland and with

the Secretary of the Institut, Dr» Rene Dussaud, to consider

til© problem. As a result of our discussions I completed two

volumes on Aleppo - with more material for later continuation.

The manuscripts had just been f insiehd when the second world

war broke out. The monuments of Aleppo cover the period from

about 1000 to 1400 A. D. The wealth of their Inscriptions, to-

gether with literary sources, give all desired information and

a deep Insight. into the historical and. social conditions of

the region. It la no longer the world of Saraarra, but a

period of snail, feudal units, fighting for their existence,

with rare and short periods of pcac0, and yet continuously

advancing. and contributing much to civilisation by their

creations. The arcriitectrual remains consist chiefly of colleges,

but there are a great many fortifications, cast!|S|p, mosques,

as well as hospitals and baths. There Is unlimited material

for the study of the history of the arts. One recognizes how

very much the European architects learned by their ccntajft

with the East from the time of the first crusade on. It is

Interesting to see, for Instance, how the oldest "colleges"

of Leyden repeat the model of the Huha-iaedan colleges, and

not until Oxford and Cambridge was any significant advance

made over what had been begun 400 or 500 years earlier in the

Muhanmedan world.

l q* w
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ARCHEOLOGY (IRANIAN) Academic Activities

HERZEELD, E. Biographical

Copy of Report to Aydelotte oj Ilerzfeld on current work at I.A.S,
See S Pile General 1939-ij.2.

S Pile General 1939-Ij.2
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Foundations

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organizsb ion

MEMBERS Academic Personnel

Ellis Kobert Kolchin, and Sidney Michael Dancoff, mathematics
and physics respectively to work with Weyl and Pauli respectively,
given fellowships by N. R. C«

D, National Research Council
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SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

pp*'~r'"*"*"*3ivv»
Bill of Rights from School of .Sts-fc^-ircal Studies Faculty

to Aydelotte—assistants, publication. IAS may well become
St. Benedict's Monte Cassino—develope, cherish & protect learning,

A, 10/18/56, A. E. Lowe
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School. This was dated April 18, 19̂ .1, and was

transmitted to ikjExna:iaxR±KS.KiSEE Dr. Aydelotte by

Professor Lowe under that-4afee with the following note.

At a recent meeting of the humanistic faculty
a number of questions were ventilated in
connection with the reports which you asked
us to prepare for your use. The gist of
the discussion is embodied in the two or
three paragraphs which I have been asked by
my colleagues to send on to you in the hope
that you will not only sympathize with our
views but will lend them all the support you
can when the proper occasion arises.

The memorandum follows:

To the Director from the Faculty of Humanistic
Studies:

The Institute as we of the humanist faculty
understand it, was designed primarily as a
center for research where a scholar could
devote all his time to the pursuit of his
particular investigation, undistrujbed by
administrative duties and unhampered by
teaching, except of pupils of his own choice.
What the subject under investigation happens
to be is immaterial, the useless being as
valuable as the so-called useful, since the
attainment of truth and the extension of
knowledge are, in our eyes, the only
legitimate objectives.

A scholar has two ways of proving his usefulness
to learning: one is by having disciples and
forming, as it were, a school to hand on in
practice sound methods of research. To
achieve this in our Institute it is essential
that we have the necessary means fbr inviting
suitable young assistants to collaborate with
us and mature colleagues with whom to
exchange ideas. This is, perhaps, the most
fruitful use to which our Institute men can
be put. The second way of proving his
usefulness is by publication; for this it
is necessary to have the appropriate mecisstx
means. It so happens that the present professors
of humanities have heretofore found their
•^publishers outside of the Institute, but it

6.
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seems to us that a center of research must also
have the means to make public the fruits of
research, be it research done by the faculty or
by members.

The first two desiderata &£ financial: we
need the funds to enable us to invite the

'̂  right scholars to the Institute, and to give
\s the assurance that our researches can be

made accessible to the outside world.

In the case of several professors of our School
there a rises a problem which involves another
question of Institute policy. Work in their
fields has required the building-up of a large
specialized library and the acquisition of
retre material obtained only at great expense
and over a period of many years: examples are
the thousands of squeezes of inscriptions in
Mr. Meritt's library, the thousands of photographs
of ancient manuscripts in Mr. Lowe's cabinets,
the the extraordinary collection in Mr. Herzfeld's
museum. White it is a known fact that the
study of the history of fine arts is adequately
supported and well represented in our 4̂

"universities and colleges, research in ? ,i,
• prehistoric archaeology and Oriental culture, ̂ '̂ "f̂ ~
' as well as in epigraphy and paleography, have .
,1 ohl jy a precarious footing in our larger
i' universities and are utterly neglected in our
colleges. Yet the latter two subjects form the

\y foundation for other fields of study and
\_are therefore basic. The question of policy,
then, is this: should the Institute consciously

l\e to be a real centdr for these fundamental
"iVw «̂ ,s»viwU4s* and specialized subjects and plan for their

continuation when the present incumbents of
these chairs are no longer in the Institute?

In these days of crumbling values it falls to the
lot of humanists to save learning and scholarship
from extinction and it is the privilege of
Institutes like ours to become the asylum
particularly of those studies which a period of
upheaval considers of no use whatever. Just as
the monks of Gassiodorus' Virarium and of
St. Benedict's Monte Gassino saves learning
by offering it a timely shelter in the critical
fifth century, so it may be the destiny of our
Institute and of similar centers to rescue
what they can of a civilization about to suffer
ship-wreck. If the lights are not to go out
for good and all, it will be because of the
small handful of scholars here and elsewhere who

7.
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are devoted to learning for its own sake.
J-'his is a point of view which is not popular just
now: it is, however, of the utmost importance
that it be understood and appreciated by
those who have the future of the Institute in
their hands. (Memorandum and letter, April 18,
19i}-l, D, School of Humanistic Studies) Correspondence,
Memoranda, etc.)

. .,
I

te*
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MEMBERS (AND PROFESSORS)

HERZFELD

AYDELOTTE, P.

Publications

Biographical

See pp. 7-8 of Herzfeld to Aydelotte on futility of more
research and writing until something can be done to get those
already finished published.

A, 10/18/56 Bd. Humanistic Studies
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

At the Faculty meeting of April 21, the Standing Committee
through Professor Meritt reported that following arrangements be made
for Faculty facilities in the Board Room: That the private dining room be
reserved strictly for the use of the members of the Board and Faculty and
for their guests. It should also be used for Faculty and Board meetings,
and for Faculty and Board luncheons and flinners, and for the entertainment
of guests of the Faculty or Board when a private room is desirable.
The members of the Faculty should lunch together in this room three times
each term, on the first Thursday of each month at one o'clock. It was
suggested that the room be opened by a Faculty dinner, to be held
Saturday, May 3> °r Monday, May 5» 19̂ 1, as soon as the fourth floor was
ready for use.

The Committee also recommended that the Faculty should hold
regularly scheduled meetings twice each term, one on the opening day, and
one on the day near the close of the term, to be fixed by the Director
in consultation with the members of the Standing Committee.

The Faculty also recommended action by the Board of Trustees to
provide apartments for visiting scholars. D, Minutes Faculty, 1939-19JJ.7
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

TRUSTEES Corporation

tf.

Board meeting Fuld Hall, May 19, 19̂ 1. Faculty invited
to tea in afternoon*

Faculty Minutes, l|./21/l|.l
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V23

WORLD WAR II Government Relations

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

ROCKEFELLER Foundations

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

SWEETSER, ARTHUR Biographical

Sweetser to Sean Lester, Presiderfc of the Assembly of the
League of Nations, expressing the wish that Lester could have
been present in Princeton the weekend of April 19 and 20 when
a formal group of Americans who during the last years have
participated in the technical and non-political work associated
with the League, the Labor Office, and the Court, were invited
to meet with representatives of the three tkscss technical units
of the League of Nations at present housed in America by the
Institute for Advanced Study, the ^ockef e!3e r Institute f or
Medical Research, and Princeton University. Originally the
meeting was scheduled for April, 19ij.O, but it could not be
arranged. The Economics Section is housed in Princeton at the
Institute for Advanced Study, the Opium Control work is in

Washington, the the Internationa 1 Labor Office at Montreal.

Plans for the meeting jra±xj£aaaKXJS&5dKksxi3o±&®BX were
communicated to appropriate agencies in Washington, and Government
officials and League officials as well participated with private
citizens. 2̂ 0 invitations were issued. A v ery high p roportion
of acceptances, approximately 100. Included many individuals
important in American technical activities, and 16 officials
from various departments in Washington, four each from State and
Treasury, three from Labor, two from Commerce, one from iar4ff,
Social Security, Federal Reserve and Housing eaeho

Henry Grady, Chairman of the Economic Committee, from
San Francisco; Dana Durand, Chairman of the Statistical Committee
from Washington; Carter Goodrich, Chairman of the Governing Board
of the I. L. 0. from New York; Manley Hudson, Judge of the
International Court from Cambridge, Mass.; Mitchell Carroll, etc.
came.

Dodds of Princeton University made the welcoming speech, and
Mr. Hambro, now resident in Princeton (Prlsident of the League Assembly)
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repliedo Loveday spoke. Seek file for copies of the speeches,,

Miss Woolley organized the National Committee to Aid and
Preserve the League's Technical work, a committee suggested by
President -^oosevelt when Miss Woolley asked for an appropriation
for the maintenance of the technical s ervices of the League
early in the European war.

The indispensibility of international cooperation in the
fields covered was emphasized by the speakers. The party was
evidently a rallying point, a reunion for those internationally
minded people who felt that cooperation between nations was
essential, and in certain fields above dispute.

Fearing that Lester might think this meeting meant
nothing, Sweetser said:

"if, therefore, at moments in reading this letter, you have
the feeling that I am being unrealistic or far away from present
facts, please be sure that ±k±a: that is not the case. Indeed,

one who has seen, as we have seen these past two days, what
might be is in a sense all the more infuriated and outraged by what
is0 The little effort that we are making here, and that you are
making in Geneva, is just to keep alive and ready a s against the
day, that little flame of enlightenment and hope which mankind
needs to see ahead of him out of the blackness to guide him to
something more worthy of the human rade,"

D, League of Nations (Conference April 19&20, 19ij.l)
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TRUSTEES Corporation

OFFICERS

LEWIS BAMBERGER Biographical

Edgar Bamberger

AYUELOTTE, F.

Aydelotte informs Weed in a letter, April 29, 19l|-l, of certain
wishes of Lewis Bamberger. (Meed is Chairman of the Committee on
Nominations): (1) Lewis Bamberger wants Michael Schapp, the head of
Bloomingdale's, to succeed Mr. Stewart as a Trustee, "and I assume that the
Nominating Committee will feel that they have no choice but to conform to
this request." (2) Mr. Bamberger wants Edgar Bamberger to succeed
Mrs. Bailey as Secretary of the Board. "...I feel that the Nominating
Committee should conform to this request.of Mr. Bambergero" (3) It is
the wish of Mr« Bamberger and all of the Trustees with whom Aydelotte has
spoken that Weed should succeed Mr0 Stewart as Vice-Chairman.

If Weed's modesty forbids his accepting, theother members of the
committee will,over-rule him,

D File, Weed, Lewis H., 19i4-l-19i|-5
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May

Academic Activities

KOiSE Biographical '

Morse's artiale on^Mathematios in tbe JDefense Program,11

Piled la Vertical Pil® uiwies* ^M" for Mathematics.

F. 4., 1/8/p?
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M a y 6 - 9
Hoirember 6

BAHIfi, 1, M, BiogrifJ laical

EconoMla *

Piled in Vertite 1 File under "S11 for Earle,

3D, Earl©,
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WORLD WAR II Government Relations

LEAGUE OP NATIONS

SWEETSER, ARTHUS Biographical

FLEWER, A.

S^eetser to Flexner, May 8, 1943.•

Sends him a copy of a statement just received from Geneva
of the present status and function of the League of Cations
Library, "which you had so large a part in establishing."
Expresses gratification that the Library is functioning as
well as it is, and says it will be the best stocked international
library in Europe after the war.

D, League of Nations, Conference April 19-20, 1941
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MOE, HENRY ALLAN Biographical

AYDELOTTE, F.

Aydelotte to President Gordon K. Chalmers, Kenyon College,
Gambler, Ohio, acknowledging President Chalmers' statement of intention to
give Moe honorary degree of L«H.D,, and furnishing biographical sketch
requested.

A Rhodes scholar at large and Aydelotte was a member of the
committee that selected him. Mounded in World War I seriously for
undertaking a piece of duty which he did not want to order one of his men
to do. A success at Oxford, a Don at Brasenose College after taking a
B.AC in Jurisprudence and a B.C.L. Called to the English Bar in 192lj.«
Aydelotte picked him for the secretaryship of the Guggenheim Foundation
"which I was just then organizing."

A. file, Henry Allan MO©
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THUS TEES C o rp or a t i on

WEED, LEWIS T.

CARREL, A. Biographical

Weed to Aydelotte, May 9, 19i|l> in answer to a
request for Weed ' s confidential judgment as to

whether he should be re-elected to the Board of Trustees (whether Carrel
should be re-elected to the Board). "Of course we all like the man and
en$oy his company. But as a trustee I have always considered him not too
valuable: I have tired of his repeated references to the College de Prance
and his all-too-general discussions of intellectual superiorities. As a
medical man, Carrel has lost of his reputation and glamour j I am sure
the Rockefeller Institute had no hesitancies over his retirement.

I!I doubt very much if Carrel will carry muchwlaisg: weight from how
on in this country. He will probably devote himself to futile movements to
aid the French, much to the embarrassment of our State Department He
will be here in this country only to raise money and only if France is no
longer possible as a place for him. I should not hesitate to fail to
renominate him for a trustee's position—but perhaps I am prejudiced and
another view should, prevail,11
D Weoi Lewis H. ,
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TRUSTEE? Corporation

CARREL, DS. A. Biographical

FLEXNER, A0

AIDELOTTE, P0

Aydelotte to Plexner, May l5» 19^1*

On the possibility of Carrel's re-election, Aydelotte
says several members of the iMominating Committee have expressed
serious doubts as to whether Carrel should be re-elected. He
has retired from the Rockefeller Institute, and is abroad much
of the time. He very rarely attends meetings of the Board. He
did not attend a single meeting in 19^0, nor so far in 19̂ 1. In
1939 he attended one meeting only, and in 1938 one only. "Under
the circumstances, I wonder whether he would not understand our
desire to have someone in his place who could be more active.
I should not, however, like to recommend any such action to the
IMominating Committee without your advice and consent,,"

D Pile, Plexner, Abraham
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TRUSTEES Corporation

Reelection of J. Friedenwald, and Weed. Election of Michael Schaap vice Carrel.
Carrel for 1 year vice Stewart.

Mtg. of Corp. - 5/19/̂ 1 - p. 2
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TS8JSTEES

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

STEWART, W.W.

Letter of resignation of Stewart as Trustee

Corporation

Academic Personnel

Biographical

Mtg. of Corp. - 5/19/41 - PP. 1-2
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GENERAL Foundations

MEMBERS Academic Personnel

BUDGET Finance

POLICIES Administration

GOLDMAN, HETTY Biographical

Aydelotte quotes Miss Goldman as saying the lack of funds
for stipends in the School of Humanistic Studies makes it
most natural that those who come come on foundation funds•
This involves acceptance by the Institute of the people the
foundations choose and sometimes even the subjects to •which
they give preference, "it would be quite easy for the Institute
gradually and by imperceptible steps to become a kind of
guest house of the foundations <, Our vigilence will undoubtedly
prevent this, but adequate funds of our own would entirely
eliminate the danger,"

Trustees' Minutes, May 19, 19i}-l> Appendix p. 3
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19U1

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations ¥. O.A.I.

GENERAL Foundations

GENERAL Academic Procedures

Report of the Director, Appendix to Minutes 5/19/iil

See SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES - Academic Organization
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GENERAL Facilities

Lunch room on ̂ th floor opened "under the direction of the faculty, the Institute
assuming no obligation in connection with its operation."

Tr. Min. - 5/19/̂ 1 - p. 2
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GENERAL Academic Organization

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES

See Appendix 2 for relative services to IAS, basic purposes (|i. 1 and p. 11) and
full report on Humanistic Studies.

k Tr. 'h±n. - 5/19/̂ -1 - /appendix 2 pp.1-11-
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BUDGET

Budget for

Tr. Kin. 5/19/̂ 1 - Appendix 1 - p. 1

,.5/19

Finance
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TESUTESS Corporation

OFFICERS

COMMITTEES

all listed

Tr. Min. - 5/19/L& - PP.
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BUDGET

Discussion of budget for

Tr. Min. - 5/19/̂ 1 - pp. 1-2

/5/19

Finance
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AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

HOUGHTON, ALANS ON B0

Houghton to Aydelotte, May 20, 19i|-l«

came into your own yesterday. The spontaneous
applause of the Trustees was the first instance of such
enthusiastic approval that has taken place during the
twelve years since the birth of the Institute,, Moreover,
I think Mr. Bamberger was more moved and stirred to greater
interest in the possibilities of the Institute than I, afe
least, have ever noted before. All in all, it was a fine
meeting and one that will be long remembered,, M

Aydelotte to Houghton, May 2?, 1914.!.

"Many thanks... I felt myself a great sense of unity
and .piggts: cordialty in the Board at the last meeting, which
pleased me more than I can saye I think something similar
is happening in the group of faculty and members and that
we are like that ship that Kipling wrote about that f iknil
found itself."

D Pile, Houghton, Alanson B,
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BUDGET

SCHOOD OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

WILLITS

AYDELOTTE, P.

5/26

Finance

Academic Organization

Foundations

Biographical

Willits to Aydelotte on treatment unexpended balance
Rockefeller money for 19l4-l-i)_3--cannot be considered part of
I. A. S. contribution annually of 030.000 for each year.
Balance to be returned to Rockefeller Foundation, 19̂ 3-

School of Economics and Politics - Vertical File
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

WORLD WAR II

ROCKEFELLER

WILLITTS, JOSEPH H.

Willitts to Aydelotte, May 28,

Academic Brganizatlon

Government Relations

Foundations
#1.1

Biographical

Informs him of a Rockefeller Foundation grant of not to
exceed £3*000 each year for a two-year period/ has oeen approved
to the Institute for Advanced study toward the expenses incurred
in housing the League of Nat ions „ The grant is to be applied to
the budgets of the Institute for the years 19i|-0-ij-l, and

Buildings and grounds and also Relations to Government,
World War II, see f Juor plan of Fuld Hall for the disposition of
the members in quart ers0

S File, An Unmarked Letter-sized File
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

WORLD WAR II (LEAGUE OP NATIONS)

ROCKEFELLER

5/28

Academic Organization

Government Relations

Foundations

Willits to Aydelotte.

Rockefeller Foundation has given grant of 63,000 for each,
year 191J.O-14.1 and 19lj.l-lj.2 for expense incurred in housing
League of Nations economics group0

SEP, League of Nations Folder
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CARNEGIE CORPORATION Foundations

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

Aydelotte to Lester, May 29, 19ij-l.

Transmits reports of the work done during the last
academic year by 9 recipients of grants from the Carnegie
Corporation.

On April 17, 19̂ 1, the Carnegie Corporation appropriated
S3,000 for studies by DeWitt C. Poole.

D Pile, Carnegie Corporation, 19i{-9-19lf-7
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ROCKEFELLER FOUNEATION Foundations

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

WORLD WAR II (LEAGUE OF NATIONS SECTION) Government Relations

Foundation granted $3*000 per year for two years to assist
in expenses of housing League of Nations section.

D, Rockefeller Foundation
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SOHO:L OF
SCHOOL OP

'

AYDEMffE, P.

Aoadamlo Organisation

Biographical

to Ajd©lotte on his fnwt®e Report on
Euiaanlstie Studies aiwt stressing ma.'lti«B.i,tiee as huaianistie

and as an art* iiapOTtaiifc and valuable*

Filed in fertLcai Fil* ui^©r lfMft for Softool of latheoiatieB,

« 4,f 1/8/5?
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6/16

FOUNDERS Corporation

MEMBERS Publications

GIFTS Finance

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

Flexner to Aydelotte, June 16, 19ij-l«

He has had a lon^ talk with Louis Bamberger, and found
Bamberger worried about whether if he helped with some publications
he would be besieged from that time with all worts of requests,,
"l explained to him how this could be managed without his appearing
in the transaction at all—something that I did from time to
time with Mr. Rockefeller when there was a real need which if the
full truth of the matter had been known would have led him into
new fields where pressure would have been exercised upon him to
do similar things elsewhere. He took the suggestion kindly and
said he would think it over. He is still not clear on the fundamental
question which led to the starting of the Institute, namely, the

usefulness of useless knowledge. I gave him one example after
another, telling of the history of insulin, electric light, etc0 ,
all of which were the unforeseen by-ppoducts of the efforts of men
who were not planning to attack an immediate problem and who had
had no idea that their unhampered researches would leaii to
practical results of enormous significance and value. As I left
£2 llJJto ™®> 'This has been a most interest!^ conversation,, ' 0 0 «it taKes infinite patience under existing circumstances to
accomplish that which in good times was relatively easy, but I am
hopeful that the outcome will be precisely what you desire0"

D Pile, Plexner, Abraham
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6/16

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

HOUSING

AYDELOTTE, F. Biographical

LARSON, J. F.

Aydelotte asks Larson what he knows about Arthur C, Holden
of 570 Lexington Avenue who is doing notable work in pre-fabricated
houses, because the housing situation in Princeton is becoming
impossible. Holden is doing work in defense housing. Larson
replies that he doesn't know about Holden's work, but will look
into it. He doesn't think that defense housing would look well
at the Institute.

Larson to Aydelotte, July 7, 1914-1. Has conferred with
Holden, and has made a plot for Holden's use in grouping houses.
Houses are to be double with a few single—double houses to have
single entrance for appearance„ He has got a secondary plot for
the future.

D, Larson, J. Fredrick, 19lj.l-
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6/16

HOUSING Facilities

Aydelotte to Larson, June 16, 19ij-l«

Announces the R. C. A. large research laboratory project
is coming to Princeton which will bring about 35>0 new families
to the neighborhood.

D, Larson, J. Fredrick, 19ij.l-
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6/26

BUDGET Finance

GIFTS

FOUNDERS Corporation

FLEKNER, A. Biographical

AIDELOTTE, F.

Flexner to Aydelotte, June 26, 19i|-l.

He has talked with Bamberger several times since he last
wrote, Baraberger and Mrs. Fuld both having called up to find out
how he was feeling. Flexner learned that Baraberger is troubled
about the war situation, and its probable effect on American
finance, with the new complications introduced by the war/ between
Germany and Russia, and our own vague, but probablgf involvment
indirectly, "men of means are going to be more conservative than ever.'
He suggests that if the Aydelottes visit Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld at
Placid, he would not raise the subject of finance unless Mr. Bamberger
himself brings it up. But he also urges Ayctelotte to use his own
judgment in this as in all other matters in which he, Flexner, may
D File, Flexner, Abraham comment.
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-914-1 July - November

FACILITIES
CARNEC-IE ENDOWMENT OR IKTEEMTIONAL PEACE

Library
Foundations

Carnegie Endowment for IsaKa: International Peace furnished the
Institute with 107 volumes of the endowments publications for the Institute
library, and in November Professor Earle requested the continuation of

the free service which he guaranteed would be put to good use.

Earle to George A. Finch, Assistant
International Peace, December 23, 19̂ 0.

Secretary, Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, December 23, 19̂ 0. He outlines the difficulties
which the School of Economics and Politics is in in Bts±Hg: the using of the
facilities of the Princeton Library, Not only the distance, 2 miles, but
the fact that frequently Institute members can not obtain books because
they are reserved for under-graduate use. This is particularly true
during the spring term when the undergraduates are engaged in writing
theses, and are given priority over m embers of the faculty. Here
is an international law in economics, politics, etc. are those which
Earle published in his request for free public ations „ He also lists the
question as to whether or not it might not be possible for the Institute
to have free the, publications of the Harvard research in international law,

E Institute (Pre 19i(-2 General Correspondence)
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7/1

MARBURG LIBRARY (GENERAL) Relations WOAI

Aydelotte to Leidesdorf regarding above.

Letter filed in Chronological File under 19̂ -1 > 7/1.

D, Warburg Institute
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1, 1941

Dear »r» l^ttead&spf i

the Vtartwqpf .mifftrjr which has t)*en a great

scholar® la c-ver to ke®p up Its pribli eat Ions during the vsr, and a great

many interested institution® and Individual scholar® in the Waited State®

are n-^;;', [ a • . • . • • ' . . " . •• c as to their publication fund* A group of "at

h-rs fit UM la*|it>a I are ea^er to make up $500 and ~li"ll V- grateful

if the Trc i .- ; : ••• . '*» Office of the Institute would receive th" checks

: at the proper tirae convert them into pounds for tha "benefit of

the 'i'artJttfg Institute* I ©nclOB® a cheek, fros ji^«elf for $: . C

for this - I - I .̂ .nd a eirstlar oae from Sr* flftsmer. la r. feu

. « JtolljQr or I will s«?r.; | ;. ilar dltedcs froa Lo^ef

Pianofsl; J ".a* Ooldmao, meMRf «. total of '"'350. ; i to

secure . " ' • " tt -^ mir Institute »roup, and I will give : - - •" '• ce

instructions abont rv?.;. I . i .: | f |j -3.

Tours sincerely,

Mr.
135

Tort: City

lesdorf

Inclosed Cheeks to
Institute for Advanced Study

N
¥ar"burg Fund A.Plexner, Corn Exchange Bank Trust Co.

F.Aydelotte #302« Jtme 26» 1941
#2646 Girard Trust Company, July 2, 1941
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7/18

HOUSING

AYDELOTTE, P.

Facilities

Biographical

Aydelotte 's memorandum to Maass, July 18,

Reports on a conference with Messrs. Holaen and Larson
on the question of building small pre-fabricated houses
for the use of members of the Institute. The houses
aiscussed were pre-fabricated, some single, some double.
He senfls a plot plan, and some preliminary budget figures.
Aydelotte expresses himself as not believing that the
house of this type would be practical unless we could
rent them for a figure which would pay interest, taxes,
insurance and upkeep, and at the 'same time amortize the
building within a reasonable period,, Members and
secretaries have to pay $500 to $600 per year for
apartments, the nicest of which would be inferior to these
houseso "if we could build them so that we could afford to
rent them for $^00 per year, the demand for them would be
keen and they would be a great boon to the Institute0 T&
make this work out, however, I think they should be built
for about $3,000 per family in order to allow sufficient

margin for furniture, upkeep and heat as well as taxes,
insurance and amortizationo"

D Pile, Housing for Members - Proposed
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PRIHCETOS (HARVARD, J. H., U. CHICAGO, Bdueatlonal Institutions
MIGS, COL.)

¥01

AYDELOTTI, P.
Aoademitt

leumann to Aydelotte on comparative ranking, domes tie
and International, of schools ©J* nafeheia&tie s *

Fil@d la Vertical Pile under nMn for sebool of Katheaatics

F, A., 1/8/5?
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7/2l|

GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

Facilities
•

Relations MOAI

Foundations

Copy of an original of a letter, copy of which is in
the Gest Oriental Library files. Correspondence A. to M.,

recounting the history of tdss: Fleaier's relation
with the Gest Oriental Library purchase.

FA Confidential Files, March 7, 19̂ 7
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7/28

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

VEBLEIT, 0.

AYDELOTTS, P.

COMPTON, KARL

Academic Organization

Biographical

Aydelotte to Veblen, July 28, 19i).l. "I had a talk with Karl
Compton some time back and he told me of a plan for an institute of
mathematics at Princeton which you had worked out some time before there
was any iaea of an Institute for Advanced Study. I/ gathered from what
Compton sala that the Institute in its present form is practically
a realization of that plan. Have you any memorandum about it which you
could s end me or which Miss Blake could find in Princeton? I shall be
in Princeton Saturday morning and if you could send a tele-gram to
Miss Blake before then, perhaps she could hand it to me."

Aydelotte says he would like v ery much to use anything Veblen
has on t he history of the iaea of the school of mathematics. He
addresses Veblen at Brooklin, Maine.

D Pile, Oswald Veblen
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7/30
8/26
9/3

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Aoadenie Organization

VEBUBH, 0. Biographical

AXDl<Z.0f IS » F.

Veblen to Aycelott© with material on School of Mathematics
for Aycielotte report to the Board of Trus

Piled in Vertical Pile under KM.W for School of Mathematics.

F» A* papers, 1/8/5?
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MATHEMATICS Academic Activities

WEYE, HERMANN Biographical

AHLPORS, L. V.

Ahlfors to Weyl, August 1, 1914-1.

"I wish to thank you very much for your kind letter
regarding my paper on meromorphic curves. I very much regret
that I have in this way stepped into your son's way, and I
cannot feel without guilt. I should of course at once have
got into correspondence with your or with your son, and
under ordinary conditions I could not have failed to do so«
My excuse is the war which does not offer any encouragement
for a transatlantic correspondence,,

"As a historical fact I began to think of carrying over
the methods in the theory of one meroraorphic function to systems
of several meromorphic functions already in 1935. I dia not
then achieve any satisfactory results so 1 left the question
•at that. Upon receipt of your paper I immediately realized

that you had got the key to the situation in your clever
restriction to unitary transformations, and being
familiar with the subject I also saw that your theory was
not complete. I began to speculate how to improve your
methods and very soon found that at least something could be
done without very much effort. I then dropped the-subject
again with a clear feeling that I was trespassing on somebody
else's territory. In December 1939* during the first war

against Russia, XxSjsoKiaxixgcssî xiHX I he writes from Finland]
I found myself in a war office with very little to do. In
the rather desperate mood which, was then prevalent in Finland
I found that I could not concentrate on anything new nor on
anything that required intense thinking, and 'mal£re moi' 1
entered upon the long and tiresome calculations which are at
the bottom of my paper. When the work was finished I found
myself much more pleased with it than I had expected to be,
ana I could not help feeling that it had to be puoiished. I
offer you these explanations for what they are worth.
Personally I am not interested in matters of priority, but I
would be genuinely sorry if my paper would induce your son
to leave this interesting field, which I believe is far from
exhausted. If your son would like to take up a correspondence
with me I might be able to give him a few hints for further investi-

gations o
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"Your great interest in the theory of functions and in
Finland's share in its development is the best encouragement
for future work. When conditions become more normal I hope
for an occasion to get into profitable personal contact
with youo

' CorMally yours,

Lars V. Ahlfors"

¥eyl responded September- 13, 19̂ 1, with a very gracious
letter telling him that there was no trespass on their
territory, and that he will happily pass on to his son the
suggestion that he may enter into a correspondence with
Ahlfors.

On January 11, 1914-6, answering Professor D. V. Widder,
Department of Mathematics, Harvard University, as to an
appraisal of the mathematical work of Ahlf ors, he ococzuaii
kix includes in his letter the. fallowing quotation of
a paragraph in the preface of Meromprphic^ Functions and
Analytic Curves, Princeton, 1914-3:

it,

Five years ago my son Joachim and I discovered, and
brought home from the primeval forest of mathematics, a
sapling which we called Meromorphic Curves. It looked
healthy and attractive, but we did not know much about
Soon after, a gardener from the Worth came along,—a
skillful man of great experience, L. Ahlfors was his name,
he knew: ana under his care the plant, almost overnight,
grew into a beautiful tree."

He concludes by the following sentence, "l think if
you asked me which mathematician of the younger generation
I should like most to see added to our American group
Ahlfors would be my first choice."

¥ (Weyl) File A
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8/5

WORLD WAR II Government Relations

LEAGUE OP NATIONS

INCOME TAX

The individual officials of the United Nations Missions
were held liable to the income tax in this country, and the
circumstances were such that apparently the League did not feel
like moving to get a reversal of the ruling (Quoted in a
letter from Sumner Wells to Hambro, See Hambro, August 5* 19ijl»
reversed).

" League of Nations (Correspondence re income tax status)
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Vtt
FLESNER, A. Biographical

AYDELOTTS, F.

Flexner to Aydelotte.

Not having heard from Aydelotte for some time Flexner
went back and re-read his letter of August 1, 19̂ 1-1 to
Aydelotte and he found it was far too vehement. No indication
as to contents. N c^

PA Confidential Files, March 7,
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s 8/12

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

EARLE, E.M. Biogra? hieal

Earle is down with a cold. He is in bed and writes
Aydelotte in mood of self-apparisal. He thinks the seminar
during the last two years afcteaching, however, rather than a
research job* Frankly disappointed in his achievements, not
that they haven't been considerable, but they a re not what they
should have been had $ he not been compelled to run an employment
service, a real estate office, a visa bureau and a thousand
and one extraneous things. "I must ruthlessly give more of
myself to my own work and less of myself to the work of others
if I am going to realize my full usefulness to t he Institute.
As it turned out, also, the work of the Committee has been
unworthy of the time I have devoted to it, although that was
something we could not have foreseen and for which I have not
been responsible. In short, I am engaged in a profitable
stock-taking. And decisions can be postponed for the moment.M

D, Earle, Edward M., 19i}0-19i|4
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8/12

ECONOMICS Academic Activities

AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL
SWJDIES (GENERAL Foundations

EARLE, E. M. BIOGRAPHICAL

AYDELOTTE

EARLE TO AYDELOTTE- Earle has been ill at home and he has
been taking stock on Aydelotte's advice in connection with
a job offered him in Donovan1s office (0. S. S.}. Aydelotte
suggests concentrating on one field and not having too many
irons in the fire, etc., and suggests that if Earle goesto
Washington he should have that job alone and no other.

Earle says"lt may well be that my greatest JHKa±Hizusxxx±&i
usefulness is in the continuation of my research and siting.
Aside from the important work of my seminars during the past
two years (which has been largely a teaching rather than a
research job) I am frankly disappointed in my own achievements.
I do not mean that they have not been considerable. But they

are not what they would have been had I not been compelled to
run an employment service, a real estate office, a visa bureau
and a thousand and one other extraneous things. I must
ruthlessly give more of myself to my own work and less of
myself to the work of others if I am going to realize my
full ssjdli: usefulness to the Institute.;?.. The work of the
Committee has been unworthy of the time that I have devoted
to it, although/±fiiis±3:xssnaEkk±H® was something we could not

have foreseen and for which I have not been responsible.

D, Earle, 1914-0-19̂ 4-
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8/15

POLICIES Administration

FLEXNER, A. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

Flexner to Aydelotte acknowledging a letter of
Aydelotte's of August llf. (not found). Flem er defers to
Aydelotte's loyalty and sincerity and acknowledges with pleasure
his statement of himself as / Plexner's "disciple."

Someday Plexner will point out two blunders which he
made and from which Aydelotte will suffer. Aydelotte may not
think them blunders but it is well for them to Snow each
other's minds for the benefit of the Institute. tesK
Plexner does not consider the buying of the Gest Oriental
Library as one of the errors, "if we can bring Mr. Bamberger
and the Rockefeller Foundation to see it (the latter is
extremely likely) we can add the School of Oriental Studies
to the Institute."

Reminds Aydelotte that Plexner had seen Bamberger twice
last spring, but for one reason or another did not report either
interview to Aydelotte. I hope when I see him in the future

I can shortly thereafter see you. Me mustn't be at
cross purposes.

PA Confidential Piles, March 7, 195?
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/ .
,/ . Augu s t (?)

!ct H i ? '

FLEXNSR, A. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

n
• Undated — Aydelotte 's handwritten notes on Flexner

falling in nig1 file right a f ter ^ria*a«Ji&iaalT?aMAuia> the letter
of August 15, 19i|.l. Financial concerns. Greed, unfairness,
bad spirito

Appointments f^ii4imis^maX_iifia^ons — William Flexner7-
Veblen — location at Princeton — Jean--Riefler — Riefler —
Stewart--Stewart--Warren0 AF, Earle, and FA, Magnet awan,
Merit t, and Wes and Dorothy.

Preaching economy, extravagant in practice, permanent
"commitments on temporary jFund. Deficits instead of 10 per cent
within income.

Vanity- -no patience for criticism or advice. To Earle:
"I wiirnitstroy you and wreck your career." Processors on
Board — not representative--f ool_ish_JLdea — fall between two
stools --resignation.

Lack of security due to financial unwisdom. Just talk
stability.

Untruthfulness-~deny deficit — question of veracity with
Rockef eller Foundation, il ̂  / c , -

/ Extravagance--offered Stewart 020,000 and the appointment
0 of Warren,

t Assurance to Board, October, 1938. No foundation.
4>

L0st Mr. Bamberger's confidence. Difficulty in restoring
it. :

Dictatorial methods --unwisdom as to war work.

Flattery to Mr. B. in reports — poor select! office:!: on Board.
Fifty per cent mistaken in faculty. No provision for pensions,
upkeep Fuld Hall, Library, adjustments in salaries. Reckless
provisions .

/K>cw; vvjt e,s
Untrust£.ula.es-6--economics temporary but appointments really

permanent. N0 preparation for feismk career,, U^JuujIfc*/J*U
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Debacle with Frankfurter.

Dealings with. Earle and Veblen. (Moably after

PA Confidential Piles, March 7,
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8/19
8/2?

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

AYDELOTTS, P.

Facilities

Biographical

Aydelotte to Miss Bernetta Miller, August 19,

The Listening Post ksc is abandoning 69 Alexander Streeto
Please go over there and estimate the cost of fixing it
up and furnishing it and the revenues which might be
realized from renting a rooms to individual member s of
the Institute.

Miller to ^ydelotte, August 2?, 19^4-1, a wire. Sixty-nine
will accommodate twelve. Needs general paint job and much
additional plumbing as there are only two iaths.

D Pile, Aydelotte, Prank,
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8/21
9A

CARNEGIE CORPORATION Foundations

BOLLARD, CHARLES Biographical

AYBELOTTE, P.
\d to Ayctelotte, August 21, 1941.

He asks for space and facilities at the Institute in
which Gunnar Myrdal with a staff of three or four may
finish his study on the iMegroe in America sometime during
lftf-2.

Aydelotte, on September 1 .̂, 19^4-1, has to say that
because of the size of Bane's committee and the Economic
Section of the League, all housed in the Institute's building,
there is no available space0

B File, Carnegie Corporation,
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SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

8/26

Academic Organization

Relations ¥OAI

Veblen to Aydelotte on present and future relation to
Princeton. (p. !{.)

Vertical Pile M, Mat®s?ial for Aydelotte Report to Trustees

Veblen wrote Aydelotte on 8/26/L(.l to minimize the effect of hi s memo
rs. £_, <S<A- irv̂ A. h, Cx4 fl- IVAA*.-

of 192lj- for a math, research Inst,^ and described the remarkable achieve-

ment of DM in the years following /tfWI, augmented V the amazing amount

of travel which mathematicians and theoretical physicists undertook world-

wide between wWI and WWII.

The movement jfjust referred to above/ which sent mathematicians
fend theoretical physicists on their travels enabled them to
make use of the nucleus /at Pctn Univ^/ and thus convert it
from s remarkable collection of mathematicians attached to an
unlikelycollege i-:'to a recognized world center where one could
count on finding what one came to seek in almost any field of
mathematics. Then followed the founding of the Inst. which
made it possible to preserve this center and, simultaneously,
the nolitical movements which have destroyed analogous centers
in Europe.

The move to Puld HP 11 has altered the situation in ways that
yet/ are net/clear to me.ys Perhaps something more definite a>"out

our common interests should be negotiated between the two groups
which now exist. In the mean time, you know how important it
seems to me to have adquate quarters for the distinguished
visitors who still come in spite of the war.

Handwritten copy of n letter to PA Vertical M.
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September {?}

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Aoacdraio Organisation

MCRSE Biographlca 1

VOH

Their repeat on mathematics for Aydelotte*B report to Board
of Trustees.

Piled in Vertical File under $* for School of Mathesaatio-s*

P. A.» 1/8/57
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9A

GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY Facilities

Maass to Aydelotte, September 8,

"I regret, however, that it took so long to discover the real
facts. While I do not impute any improper- motives to Mr. Gest, I think
some attempt should, be made to adjust the situation. Undoubtedly his
financial position is such that he cannot make restitution of what now
appears to be an excess payment, but it may well be that he or his
daughter are possessed of other property which will fit in with the
library and could be used in lieu of cash by way of restitution,,"

D. Pile, Herbert H. Maass, .1939-19ij.6
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9A

GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY facilities

Ayaelotte to Maass, September I)., 19ij-l.

"Captain Gillis, who bought most of the books for Mr. Gest in
China, has writ ten me what I think is the correct explanation. At a
certain stage in the formation of the library a certain Doctor Roese,
who was assisting Mr. Gest, reported on the basis of what was supposed to
be an actual count that there were 91,500 volumes. Using this figure a
basis C apt tin Gillis added the number of volumes as purchased, bringing the
total to 130,000. Basing his calculations, however, o n the number of
boxes occupied by the first part of the library w hen it was shipped
from China, Captain Gillis was skeptical about the 90,000 and thought
the figure should have been more like 60, COO. Apparently Captain Gillis
was right and the error was made in some way by Doctor Roses.

"it would never have b een discoverec £jf$. had not Dr. Swann (who
never saw the whole library together until it arrived in Princeton)
suggested that we ought to make an actual count, verifying the figures
instead of taking them on hearsay. No checkup had been made at the time
the collection was purchased by the Institute. I feel sure that
Mr. Gest himself was acting on Rood faith in placing the number of
volumes at 130, 000 ."

D. Pile, Herbert H. Maass, 1939-19J+6
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

ECONOMICS

RIEPLER, ¥. ¥.

Academic Organization

Academic Activities

Biographical

Riefler to Aydelotte cegarding consumer credit studies
N. B. R. and use to EHKZXKX P. R. B0

Piled in Chronological Pile under 19̂ 1,

P. A., 1/8/57
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

September 15, 19*0.

Dr. Prank Aydelotte, Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, Hew Jersey

Dear Dr. Aydelotte:

This is in response to your suggestion that I "put down on paper
those aspects of our conversation the other night that dealt with the
Studies in Consumer Finance conducted at the National Bureau of Scon-
oraic Research under the auspices of the Financial Research Program of
which I am chairman.

In the outcome, these studies of Consumer Credit illustrate in a
way Dr. Flexner's thesis of the prepared raind. 5hey were recommended
first in 193̂  and formally undertaken, after financing had "been ar-
ranged, in 1933, long "before the current war situation arose. Our ob-
jective was a comprehensive examination of the whole structure of con-
sumer credit, its place in the economy, the sections of the population
which it served, the activities which it financed, the Mechanisms through
which it operated, the manner in which these mechanisms were affected "by
our social and legal framework, their cost and risk elements, and finally,
the o-necific manner in which consumer credit affected and was affected hy
fluctuations in economic activity. In all, the studies involved an ex-
penditure of around $200,000. Some of our associates felt that we were
planning our work on too thorough a scale, that a more snyoptic survey
of the field vould skim off most of the findings of general interest to
scholars. T'-re rejected this view on the grounds that we did not want to
produce simply another specialized piece of work in the field of consumer credit
on a par: with the numerous studies already made. Instead, we wanted to
lay "b?re the whole field on a comprehensive scale that would incorporate
"both the finding? of other investigators and our own original research.

The comprehensive character of our approach has, I think, "been
ithoroughly justified "by the use which the Board of G-overnors of the
Federal Reserve System has rns.de of these studies during the past year.
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Dr. frank Aydelotte -2- September 15,

As tiie defense program unfolded it "became increasingly evident that a
crisis was developing, in part "because of the rapid growth of consumer
credit, particularly to finance the -purchase of consumers' durable goods
at a time when demands on our industrial resources for armament produc-
tion were -oaramount. If left unchecked,, this development implied, from
the r>oint of view of production, shortages of critical raw materials and
labor skills needed for armaments; from the point of view of finance, the
accentuation of inflationary forces arising out of the creation of con-
sumer purchasing power in excess of the available production of commodities
for consumption, and, from a social aspect, the assumption on the part of
our wpge earners of a larger body of debt than they would be able to repay
when the defense boom was over. Any attempt to mitigate those impending
developments through regolatloas of the extension of new credits, however,
was fraught with difficulties. The Board of Governors had no experience
in this field on which to draw. She field of consumer credit Itself is
erbremely complicated and involves many types of non-banking Institutions
with which the Board had little contact. Under these circumstances, they
turned to a meticulous study of the literature on the subject in an at-
teimt to visualize the kinds of methods they would have to use and to
assess the magnitude of the problem they were facing. The Board of Governors
is' quite frank in stating that the Studies in Consumer Credit prepared un-

!:, der our program at the Optional Bureau of Sconojnic Research, were of invaluable
'i'-kid to then;. The detailed nature of our arr>roach to all Chases of the field
and the detailed nature of. our examination of the operating problems, poli-

: cies and mechanisms of the various lending agencies active in the field
1 constituted exactly the sort of data they needed to undertake this task.

I would not want to leave the impression that all of the varied studies
in finance on which we are engaged will have this immediate kind of appli-
cation, nor that they should have, to be justified. ¥e are seeking to
develop a more basic understanding of the financial institutions of our
modern society. The intellectual need for that understanding is, in and
of itself, a justification for our program. This specific case of im-

Imediate and important application of results simply illustrates once more
\that the genuine pursuit of knowledge for its own sake finds innumerable
t social amlications.

Very truly yours,

Winfield tf. Riefler
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POLICY Administration

LEIDESDORP, S. D. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, F.

MAASS, HERBERT H.

Aydelotte to Eeiclesdorf, September 18, 19̂ 1 •

He has talked with Mr. Sehur of Leidesdorf«s office and
looks forward to receiving his financial statement with
expenditures arranged according to the terms of the budget
which was adopted by the Board last year. "I feel very
strongly that your reports to the Board ought to be based
on the budget, since they wi/11 understand them best in that
form, and that is unquestionably the best document for me to
show to any individual or foundation that may consider a gift
to the Institute,"

He SUB. also asks for an increased petty cash fund of
$2000 (increase by 01000).

He says that he has dispatched to Maass a report on
post-war reconstruction work at the Institute which he sent
to Maass and encloses also to Leidesdorf after a long t alk
with Riefler on the subject.

He mentioned the need for rooms in which men ean work
with a modest provision for secretarial assistance. "For
housing we can get no funds; that we must provide in some way
ourselves. 69 Alexander Street is already in use and the
only additional idea I can think of at the moment is the one
I suggested to Mr. Maass.M

D, Leidesdorf, Samuel D., 1930-1935
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Relations ¥OAI

EISENHART Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

VEBIEN, 0.

Aydelotte to Veblen, "Eisfenhart called me this morning to ask
whether §£eu would be willing, to give up the rooms we have in Pine Hall
which they need f or s orae urgent purpose connected with defense, and
take instead three rooms on the ground floor (106, 10?» and 108). I
consulted the only men available (Weyl, Morse, and von Neumann), and they
have agreed that we have no choice but to fall in with Eisenhart's
proposal, though the rooms offered are less desirable. I did say to
Biaenhart that I hoped the matter could be reconsidered when the war was
over.

Veblen is in Chicago.

D Pile, Oswald Veblen
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

Board room on ij.th floor assigned for year to League of
Nations staff.

Faculty Minutes, 9/22/lj.l
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

Facilities

Academic Personnel

The Standing Committee reported through Professor Meritt on the
assignment of space in Puid Hall and 69 Alexander Street. After
tentative disposition of available space, it became apparent that Puld
Hall would not accommodate all needs unless three members of the League
of Nations staff could be accommodated in the Board Room. This would
make way for the use of regular rooms by members of the Institute.
The Standing Committee recommended such disposition, and this would
involve the taking of Faculty lunches in the regular lunch room. The
report was not adopted, but the matter was referred back to the Committee
for re-study and power to act. Dr. Aydelotte invited the Faculty to hold
the monthly lunches at his home if it became necessary to use the Faculty
lunch room for the League.

D Minutes Faculty, 1939-19̂ -7
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Academic Activities;..

MCRSE Biographical

VOH

fheia? report to Aydelotte for Boars..

Filed In ?©3?tieal File under **Mlf for SmkiiaJpast; Ji&th*matio»,

P. A*, 1/8/57
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

Aydelotte to Larson and over regarding Building C.

Filed in Vertical File under "B" for Buildings and

F. A., 1/8/57
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SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS

PUBLICATIONS GENERAL

VON NEUMANN

MORGENSTERN

10/6

Academic Organization

Publications

Biographical

Letter Von Neumann to Aydelotte with manuscript.

Piled in Chronological Pile under 19̂ 1, 10/6.

P. A., 1/8/57
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

October 6, 1941

Dear Doctor Aydelotte:

These are a few addenda to the manuscript which I am transmitting to

you with this.

Dr» 0. Morgenstern and I are -writing this essay together. We hesi-

tated for some time whether to publish it as a paper (in one of the economics

periodicals) or as a book. We are now inclined to do the latter since this

would free us of limitations in space which would be rather troublesome.

The title has not yet been decided upon. We thought first of

"Theory of rational behavior and of exchange" or something like that. But

while this title expresses the main tendencies of the essay correctly it does

not seem to be satisfactory in other respects,- so we are searching for a better

one.

The book will consist of three parts which so far have no names either,

but their contents are contemplated as follows:
Part I: Unmathematical exposition of thff subject

Part II: Mathematical discussion of the theory of games (of any number of players).*

#.
I have worked out the mathematical theory of games in considerable detail, although
it is still by no means complete. The 1940-1941 notes mentioned at the end of
footnote 1 on page 1 cover about 180 typewritten pages.

Part Ills Application of the theory of games to typical economical problems.

The manuscript which you see is Part I. Of Part II we have as yet only

a very incomplete draftj of Part III I have only some notes concerning the main

points. Part I is (with the table of contents) 73 typewritten pages. The entire

book will probably be in the neighborhood of 200 pages. .

The manuscript, as it stands, is probably not in every details/the ultimate

printable form. It contains all the ideas which we wish to convey in a non-mathe-

matical form, and the discussions in it are as complete as we propose to make them

in the book. But it will have to receive a thorough stylistic revision before it

is printed. There may also be some details of content here and there which will

be slightly changed in the final version. Finally, the quotations from the liter-

ature (both economical and physico-jaathematical) have not yet been inserted, v̂ ou
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Dr. Frank Aydelotte - 2 October 6, 1941

will find occasionally in the text empty places for quotations: these mil refer

to Parts II and III.)

Nevertheless this manuscript gives an essentially correct idea of what

the final version will be. Some details:

§1 is a discussion of the possibility and the (desirable) spirit of the applica-
tion of mathematics to economics. You will recognize in it many points of
contact with the conversations which wa have had concerning the nature of
mathematics.

§§2 and 4 give the exposition of our essential ideas concerning the main problem.
We took a lot of trouble to keep everything "unmathematical" and generally
intelligible. This was not at all easy in §4, and quite particularly in
§§4.3-4.5. You will judge whether we succeeded to any extent.

§3 contains our views on the notion of "utility". The "numerical utility", as
developed in §3.3, is based on considerations which — we think — have been
overlooked in the existing literature.

I need not tell you how glad I am that you take such an immediate in-

terest in this work. If you desire any further explanations or discussions of

the subject I shall of course always be gladly at your disposal.

Any suggestions which you may make will be greatly appreciated. It is

of the greatest interest to both of us to know what you think of this technique

of discussion, the entire presentation,- and also of the ideas presented.

I am

Very sincerely yours,

John von Neumann

Dr. Frank Aydelotte
Institute for Advanced Study
JvNxQB
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

EOUG-HTGW (DIARY) Biographical

Report to Board.

Piled in Chronological file under 19̂ 1, 10/10.

P. A., 1/8/57
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October 10, igUl

f

Report on. Progress of Work with Ambassador Hough-ton's I'igjry

In April of this year, the School of Economics and Politics undertook a

study of the nolitical and economic aspects of American foreign policy during the

Twenties. It was "begun with the hope that, at least in part, it mi^ht Toe "based

on interviews with men who had had the conduct of affairs in that period. A num-

ber of these leaders are already dead. An impelling reason for commencing the

«tudy was that many others are now reaching the stage of life where health is

precarious.

It was early decided that one of the first persons whose aid should "be asked

would "be the Honorable Alanson Bigelow Fought on, then chairman of the Institute's

Board of Trustees. As United States ambassador to Germany in 19??-1925» p-a& to

Great Britain in 19?5~1S'29» Kr- Houghton had a large share in moulding American

•nost-war •nolicy. Among his other achievements, he had a direct, and extremely

influential, part in the negotiations thai:- led to the formulation r-nd adoption

of the Dawes Plan in IQ?̂ -. It was also appreciated that Mr. Houghton had "been

a lifelong student of the American spirit; Professor Stewart noted that, in the

•nreface of his "American Commonwealth11 in 1SS8, Lord Bryce acknowledged assistance

from Mr. Houghton, then a young man of twenty-five.

At the time of his visit to the Institute on Key 1Q-, on the occasion of a

Trustees' meeting, Kr. Houghton generously agreed to give his help. On Kay 25,

Professor Stewart, Professor Warren and !-;r. Mitchell vent to Washington where,
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daring that week and the following one, Mr. Houghton patiently answered many oues-

tions about American policy in the interval of his European missions. In these

interviews, Mr. Houghton mentioned that he had kept a diary. On the last day of the

conversations, June 6, with characteristic modesty, he proposed that Professor

Stevart, Professor Wsrren and Mr. Mitchell read it tinder the definite promise to

give s, frank opinion on whether it had sufficient interest to justify publication.

'She diary proved to be a document of more than 3̂ 0,000 words, covering Mr.

Houghton*s stay in Berlin, and giving a remarkably full and detailed account of

everything he did, everyone he saw, what he heard and what he thought. It is

regularly interrupted by long, deeply rshilosophical summations of the state of

Europe and of international affairs as a whole. Its value for the historian and

student of society is great and obvious. In the judgment of those who have so far

seen it, it ought to rank among the notr.ble diaries of this, or s.ny other tiae.

At a meeting on June 11, Mitchell informed Mr. Eoughton of the high value the

Institute placed upon the diary. On its side, the Institute (the School of Sconnciics

and Politic?) ~)ror>osed to take the obligation of editing and annotating it, and,

once a publisher had been chosen, of seeing it through the press. Kr. Boughton

had previously said that he would be governed entirely "by the Institute's decision

on the diary's importance. He now accented the Institute's suggestions, paid, on

his part, volunteered to r>ut aside other duties and devote himself to the work of

•^reparation until it was finished.

On June ?S, Mr. Mitchell went with him to his summer home, The Meadows, at

South Dartmouth, Massachusetts. There Kr. Eoughton labored, with scarcely an in-

terruption, through the summer. Because he was slowly recovering from sn operation

for cataract, he was unable to read. Each day, from ten o'clock until lunchtime,

r,nd again until five-thirty or often later in the afternoon, Mr. Mitchell would
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read to him passs?.ges from the diary, together with relevant cables, letters and

other documents, while Mr. Houghton made the numberless decisions entailed in care-

ful editing. On September 10, Ur. Bought on pronounced his part in the work sub-

stantially finished, and, on the same day, made appointments to meet with 3r.

( A y d e l o t t e and Professors Stewart and Warren in Princeton the following week. On

September l6, sitting in the eame chair in which much of the cummer's work had "been

done, he was seised by a swift heart attack, and died without having "been aware

of the approach of death.

Since then, on September 30, Mitchell had a meeting with Miss Elizabeth and

Mr. Amory Houghton, Mr. Houghton's children, and Mr. Arthur Houghton, hi? nephew.

They expressed a readiness to have the Institute continue with its -olans and Mr.

Houghton's for final revision, the writing of notes, and publication. Mr. Houghton's

family have offered to make available all official papers belonfiin^ to him, and to

VieIp in similar we.ys. The work is now goin^ forward.
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10/11

BAMBERGER L0 Biographical

FARRIER, ¥. H.

AYDELOTTE, P.

Letter from Farrier to Aydelotte, October 11,
saying thafo during the busy holiday season, the L.
B8inberger & Company telephone wires are busy, and gives
Mr,, Bamberger's private unlisted, telephone number at his
desko

D File, Farrier, Walter H0
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INVESTMENTS Finance

Report of Treasurer of financial situation of ISS

Tr. Min. - 10/14/̂ 1 - p. 1
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REPORTS Finance
*

Further report on financial status of IAS

Tr. Min. - 10/1 V*H - p. 2
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19̂ 1 *"* 10/14

GENERAL Foundation

List of foundations supporting work at IAS

Tr. Min. - 10/14/41 - p. 3
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HOUGHTOK, ALANSON Biographical

FRIEDENWAID, JULIUS , ,

Appreciation of Mr. Houghton and Dr. Kiss Friedera^ald at time of death.

Tr. Min. - 10/14/̂ 1 - p. 5
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STIPENDS Academic Personnel

|)iscussion of stipends for 1941-42 for both schools.

Tr. Min. - 10/14/41 - p. 6
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SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

Report of Director on School . See appraisal p. 2

Tr. Min. - lO/^41 - Appendix - pp. 1_
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S@© SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS - A©a<femlc Organiaation

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS Acadeaic Organisation

PE1MGETOM UNITERSITt R«3a tions W.O.AI,

STIHBSDS Acadwiie Parsonnsl

l@port of the Direetor, Appendix to Minutes
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19U1 •" 10/34

GENERAL Foundations

FELLOWSHIPS Academic Personnel

"...Almost every national Fund which grants fellowships for research is represented at
the Institute." 7 Guggenheim,Fellows, 2 National Research Council Fellows, 2 Rockefeller
Foundation (and Pauli who is supported by them), 1 Rosenwald Fellow, 2 supported by
Carnegie Endowment, 1 Sheldon Fellow, 1 Rackham Fellow, 2 supported by private funds.
Total 19.

Minutes lQ/24/ljl, p. 3
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10/22

WORLD WAR II (LEAGUE OP NATIONS TECH. SERV.) Government Relations

TAXATION

Regarding taxation (Income) of League of Nations personnel
in U. S. A.

Letter filed in Chronoligical file under 1914-1, 10/22.

D, League of Nations, Correspondence re Income Tax
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C O P Y

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON

Office of Commissioner
of Internal Revenue October 22, 1S41

The League of Nations Association, Inc.
c/o Melvin D, Hildreth

714-719 Evans Building
1420 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D, C.

Sirss

Reference is made to the evidence submitted for use in further
considering the status of your organization for Federal income tax
purposes under the provisions of section 101 (6) of the Internal
Revenue Code•

The records of the Bureau disclose that in Bureau ruling dated
September 21, 1939, it was held that you were not exempt from Federal
income tax under the provisions of section 101 (6) of the Revenue Act
of 1938 and the corresponding provisions of prior revenue acts but
that you were exempt under the provisions of section 101 (8) of the
Revenue Act of 1938 and the corresponding provisions of prior revenue
acts* You now claim exemption as an educational organization within
the meaning of section 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code, beginn-
ing with the year 1941.

The evidence before the Bureau discloses that your charter was
amended by resolution dated December 27, 1940. The purpose of your
organization uder the charter, as amended, is through educational
processes to study the fundamental basis of permanent peace and the
machinery necessary for the development of this peacej recognizing
that the League of Nations, the International Labor Organization and
the World Court are the principal bodies to which the world can turn
for this purpose at the present time. The aim of your organization
is also the carrying on of educational activities to the end that the
United States may cooperate to the fullest extent practicable in these
international organizations. It is stated that your educational pro-
gram is conducted at the national headquarters and in twenty-three
branches. Such program includes the preparation and distribution of
literature, placing of speakers, the conduct of discussion groups,
youth session meetings, speakers at monthly luncheons and annual
dinners, radio programs and all the various means by which information
can reach the public about the League of Nations and related subjects.
It is stated further that two special educational projects have been
carried through by the educational staff of your organization; that
is, the Fifteenth Annual Student Contest, the purpose of which is to
inform young people with regard to the history of the League of Nations,
the fforld Court and the International Labor Organization, as well as
other facts and principles inherent in world organization for peace;
and the Fifteenth Annual Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Model Assembly
the purpose of which is to decide upon a means of establishing a last-

ing peace for all the nations of the world.
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The League of Nations Association, Inc.

The income of your organization, which is derived from member-
ship dues, contributions and the sale of publications, is used to
defray expenses incurred in connection with contests and for prizes,
scholarships and publication expenses, and no part thereof inures to
the benefit of any private shareholder or individual.

After a careful review of all the evidende, it is held that you
are entitled to exemption from Federal income tax under the provi-
sions of section 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code for 1941 and
subsequent years. Bureau ruling dated September 21, 1939, is modi-
fied insofar as it may be regarded as applicable under the Internal
Revenue Code to 1941 and subsequent years.

You will not, therefore, be required to file returns of income
for 1941 and subsequent years unless you change the character of
your organization, the purposes for which you were organized, or
your method of operation. Any such changes should be reported imme-
diately to the collector of internal revenue for your district in
order that their effect upon your exempt status may be determined.

Since any organization which is exempt from Federal income tax
under the provisions of section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code also
is exempt from the capital stock tax pursuant to the express provi-
sions of section 1E01 (a) (l) of the Internal Revenue Code, you will
not be required to file capital stock tax returns for future years so
long as the exemption from income tax is effective.

Furthermore, under substantially identical authority contained
in sections 1426 and 1607 of the Code and/or corresponding provisions
of the Social Security Act, the employment taxes imposed by such
statutes are not applicable to remuneration for services performed
-in your employ during 1941 and subsequent years so long as you meet
the conditions prescribed above for retention of an exempt status
"for income tax purposes.

Contributions made to you are deductible by the donors in arriv-
ing at their taxable net income in the manner and to the extent pro-
vided by section 23 (o) and (q) of the Internal Revenue Code for 1941
and subsequent years.

Bequests, legacies, devises or transfers, to or for your use,
are deductible in arriving at the value of the net estate of a decedent
for estate tax purposes in the manner and to the extent provided by
sections 812(d) and 86l(a) (3) of the Code. Gifts of property to you
are deductible in computing net gifts for gift tax purposes in the
manner and to the extent provided in section 1C04 (a)(2)(B) and
1004 (b)(2) and (3) of the Code.

The collector of internal revenue for your district is being
advised of this action.

By direction of the Commissioner.

Respectfully,

(Signed) J. Mooney
Deputy Commissioner
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POLICIES Administration

SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Acaderaic Organization

VEBLEW, 0. Biographical

Veblen to Aydelotte commenting on report A making. (Not for
Bulletin or Board, query where?) Veblen insists applied
mathematics a side issue to Institute mathematicians
"extra-curricular*1—pure research in mathematics and mathematical
physics—concerned with the long-term problems of scholarship
rather than with day to day problems of application.

V-3
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS Mu POLITICS

HiSTOHY OP IDEAS

n/5

Academic Organization

Academic Activities

Letter from Louis B. Wright to Aydelotte regarding

above headings. Written on November 5>, 19̂ 1-1 •

Piled in Chronological Pile under 1941> H/5><>

D Pile, American Civilization
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(Copy)

November 5, 1941

Dr. Frank Aydelotte
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Mr. Aydelotte:

Thank you very much for the reprint of your provocative
essay. I agree with every word of it. Indeed, I had tried to
say some of the same things, and I feel a sort of missionary
call to continue to preach on this text.

I have been thinking a great deal about the plans that we
discussed when you were here, -arid I shall look forward to
continuing our discussion.

It seems to me that a great reformation in humanistic
scholarship may come about as a result of the program that you
will have an opportunity to put into effect.

Historical and literary scholarship greatly needs new life
and new ideas. Conventional graduate study in these fields has
too often become sterile and pedantic. Some of the older men—-
and some of the younger ones too—have grown cynical arid have
accepted an attitude of defeatism. From their actions and
utterances, one would think that scholarship was doomed—>and
ought to be.

Little good will come from the hostile critics. Norman
Foerster, for example, try as he may, simply does not comprehend
historical values in literary study. In his attack on literary
scholarship—-and in the attack of younger,men like the editors
of the Southern Review arid the Keny.on Review—the need and the
value of sound historical understanding are ignored. These men
talk about literary study as if the supreme end were only literary
criticism of their particular br and. Their intolerance of other
values has injured their own position; and at the same time,
their constant iteration that the historical approach in literary
scholarship is futile and useless, has resulted in unnecessary
damage to the cause of learning. These critics are Martin Luthers,
preaching the destruction of the older learning. We could do
with a few more Erasmuses, who would work their reform within
the fabric of historical scholarship.
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(Copy)

Dr. Frank Aydelotte November 5, 1941

The time has now come when scholars who realize the
breadth of humanistic learning, and the values of the various
approaches in literary and historical study, must defend the
citadel from enemies both within and outside the walls.

_-&-.—
It occurs to me that one of the most useful things that

) the Institute for Advanced Study could do would be to turn its
attention to scholarship that touches the borders of history,
literature, philosophy, science, and other disciplines. This
field is somewhat vaguely called the history of ideas, but I
cannot think of a better term. As I recall our conversations,
you suggested the possibility of this approach.

Within the frame of the history of ideas, it would be
necessary to confine our study to some finite area in time and
space.

Vvhat could be better now, or more useful, than to utilize
our energies in the study of the traditions of English and
American civilization? Of course, someone will say that we are
being influenced by the emotions of the times, that we are merely
getting on the patriotic bandwagon. But we had started to work
out a program of this kind at the fiuntington Library long before
the war. . Indeed, I can think of nothing of more permanent
value for Americans to study than the bases of their culture.

We could plan a series of seminars that would have some
such general title as "The History of Ideas and Anglo-American
Civilization." My notion would be to concentrate on the English
Renaissance and the transit of ideas to colonial America, and
work up chronologically from there as far as possible. As a
matter of fact, I have agreed to go to the University of
Washington in April to give a month*s seminar under the joint
auspices of the history and English departments on "English
Renaissance Traditions in Colonial America." Thus I shall have
a chance to try out a small fragment of this hypothetical
program. I shall report later on how it works out.

I believe that a series of discussions of the history of
ideas that have influenced the civilization of England and
America, from the Renaissance onward, would̂ »si45Jii&t§.,_st,udi.ĝ ,

ht have_amf^rBeaching influence. / At least it would be
worth""We effort."

we would have to guard against several hazards: the danger
of the seminars becoming vague and meaningless| the danger that
some particular intellectual "school" or faction might come
to dominate the program; etc. But with discrimination in the
choice of participants we could overcome the difficulties.
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(Copy)

Dr. Prank Aydelotte 3 November 5, 1941

The question of personnel is the most serious. The truth
is that there is a dearth of men with learning, intellectual
tolerance, and historical imagination. But gradually, I believe,
we could breed up a new generation of scholars. We shall need
patience, but I believe we could bring about a revival of
significant learning.

I am enclosing a list of scholars who have qualities that
we might find useful. They are not all of the same calibre, of
course, but I have made frank observations about them. Please
treat any remarks as confidential.

In a separate parcel, I am enclosing a long report of a
conference which we held here in 1925. It has never been
published, but it may contain a few suggestive ideas. I ara also
including some reprints which further illustrate my notions.
Most of these I probably have already sent you, but you may
want to have all of this stuff together.

It was great to have an opportunity of talking with you
about a plan that offers so much to excite the imagination.

Faithfully yours,

Louis B. ¥v right
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\L OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization
INSTITUTE (BULLETIN #10) Publications

STEIN, FRED, M. Biographical

S^ein to ^ydelotte November 25, 19ip-«

Pound Bulletin No. 10 Institute "all except the mathematics
portion which might as well have been written in Sanskrit. I
didn't know what most of the words meant."

D, WS1M- "Sz"
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

LIBRARY Facilities

AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

Aydelotte to Meritt, November 26.

Aydelotte has consulted with the members of the Standing Committee
about Meritt's suggestion that the Common Room of the Institute should be
used for a meeting of the heads of the wew Jersey branches of the
Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies and has also discussed
it with other members of the Faculty.

"While all, or certainly most, of the members of the Faculty
are thoroughly in sympathy with t he purpose of the Committee to Defend
America by Aiding the Allies, it is extremely likely that our permission
might be asked in the future for the use of the Common Roomfor
propagandist organizations concerning which Faculty opinion might be
divided.

I findthat the weight of Faculty opinion...is that it would be
unwise to use the oublic rooms of the Institute for a meeting of what

is distinctly a propagandist organization,, Members of t he faculty feel
furthermore th?t it is fortunate tha-u the question has comejup in
relation to an organization with which we are all in agreement, since
this will make refusal easier if we should have a request from a group
of whic^i most of us disapproved.

" The Institute differs from a college or university in that we have
no undergraduate body to which we are bound to present both sides of
controversial issues. Instead our Faculty and members constitute a small
group of people who are experts on a wide variety of subjects. These men
will have strong opinions on many controversial questions and will and
should individually occupy positions of leadership and influence wide
sections of public opinion. Just because of this fact t he use of the
public facilities of the Institute for a propagandist purpose is likely
to have more significance, and it is for this reason all the more important
that we should avoid giving the public any impression that the Institute
as a body is committed to any particular point of view on a controversial
question.
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"This is my interpretation of the prevailing opinion in the
Faculty, and for that reason I suggest that it would be better not to
hold your meeting next week in the Common Room of the Institute, but to
arrange to have it instead at your house OT at any other convenient place."

The whole question is one which Aydelotte believes should, be
discussed by the entire Faculty at the next meeting.

D Pile, Benjamin D. Meritt
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HERZRELD, ERNST EMIL Biographical

Application for entry to the United States of Herzfeld.

Piled in Chronological file under 12/13/i|.l.
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Date Deoenfoer 13, 1941

Full name Ernst Erail Herssfeld Alien Registration No. 3-160854.

Date and place of birth Oelle, Hannover, Gemai^r, July 23, 1879

Married or single single Name of wife or husband

Name and age of dependent
Citizenship Oeiaan children and registration

numbers

•Under -what kind of visa did you enter the United States? QUO-^ lia

What kind of visa do you hold now? same

Visa No. 195 Place and date of issuê ^ SQpt>

Mien does visa expire? __

When and where did you enter the United States? s®t 21 1936 Hew

When does entry permit expire? _„

Statement of relevant facts, including plans for citizenship

Declaration of Intentions N.2942, Ifov. 3, 1939, fronton

Princeton home address 10 Bayard Lane Telephone 33/74

Permanent address sans®

If automobile owner, give (1) automobile license number £/$ 29 f
(2) driver's license number _

College or university, degrees, year conferred £%.D. University of Berlin, 1906

Honors and societies
Member of professional archaeological societies, including the Mediaeval Aeadesy
of Americai also Fellatio f the Royal Asiatic Sociely, asraber of the (see over)
Positions you have held, giving dates, or are holding (including any
graduate scholarships and fellowships)

Professor, Unlwrsity of Berlin, until 1935
Profesasr, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J. since 1936

Voluntary statement of any other facts which may be of possible use to
the United States government.

I left Geimany in 1926,* and from that tiraa on was considered a "German living
abroad." In 1935 I decided never to return and rsade i^r home in England iintil
September 1936 -when I came to Primeton, N. J. at the invitation of the Institute
for Advanced Study.

* On leave from the University of Berlin to conduct exploration and excavations
in the Near East.

(Use other side of sheet, if necessary)
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Archaeological Survey of India, and Commander of the Order of Wasau

During EQT residence in London in 1935 and 1936 I was recognized aa a
friendly alien.
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•1914.1 12/15
19*1.2

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

Pour public meetings approved for Common Room by Faculty

Another meeting refused because Earle on West coast and
couldn't advise on sponsoring appropriate member of a school
must sponsor a public meeting.

Faculty Minutes, 12/15A! and 1|/6A2
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12/15

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

EMIGRES

Academic Personnel

Facilities

Academic Personnel

The standing committee reported earlier action in
posting a notice to keep dogs out of Fuld Hall and 69 Alexander
Stfceet. It also has considered the situation of members
of the Institute who are still technically counted as
citizens of enemy countries. It proposed the collection of
full data regarding these people.

The information was to be made available on call
to the Princeton Police or the F. B. I., and the Institute
should ask government authorities for advice as to just what
limitations should be placed on freedon of action of members
of this group. . *

Faculty Minutes, 12/15A!
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4/lfii.l 12/22

BY-LAWS Corporation

FOUNDERS

HAKDIN, J. R. Biographical

MAASS, H. H.

Aydelotte to Weed and Douglas. (Drafts before amended).

Bamberger desired that Efu?din should succeed Houghton
as Chairman and that the office of the President of the Corporation
should be revived and that Maass should be elected President.

D— By-Laws
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GENERAL (BY-LAWS) Corporation

AYDELOTTE, F. Biographical

HARDIN, EOHN R.

Aydelotte to Hardin, December 22, 19i|-l«

WI am delighted to know that you are willing to s erve
as Chairman of the Board and I am very pleased to tell you
that Mr, Maass will also be glad to serve as President of the
Corporation in accordance with the arrangement which I
outlined to you over the telephone this morning."

jfgygpgyypmyfciisyrararfei-i-TOaE He encloses a draft of the
changes in the By-Laws which seem to him to b e needed (Not
in file). He comments on them as follows: There has been
a provisio^ in the by-laws providing that the President of
the Corporation or the Chairman of the Board should make an
annual report, but it has been the almost invariable custom
to depend on the Director foi? this report, and I have
consequently omitted this section. In addition to the changes
concerning officers I have altered the regulations under

committees to allow both the President and the Chairman
to be «x-offieiis members and have inserted the regulations
concerning the Nominating Committee which I mentioned to
you.

JRH Correspondence from January, iglj.0 to November
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12/23

AYDELOTTE, FRANK Biographical

Aycielotte resigned as Head of the Office of Scientific Personnel
of the OSED in a letter to Vannevar Bush at Washington, D. C., dated
December 23, 19̂ 4-2.

, k,

MU-t,-i~vw*-i,,l, UirV UHU. • iwis-Hf̂  — 9(0

M

V-3
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jfafrl 12/23

GENERAL (BY-LAWS) Corporation

AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

HARD IN, JOHN R.

Hardin to -^ydelotte, December 23, 19ij.l.

Hardin informs Agjtdelotte as to the method of notifying
the Trustees of the proposed changes, and also says that
further ggJERKSpgHdtgragg notice should include any action to
designate the Secretary of the Trustees, Edgar S. Bamberger,
as the Secretary of the Corporation,

JRH Correspondence from January, 19̂ 0 to November,
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AYDELOTTE, P. Biograp hie si

EINSTEIN, A.

Dr. Einstein said to ¥. 0. A. about P. A. 12/2lj./i|.l,
"it is rare to find someone who is devoted and irdeperdent
and without vanity—rare to find a man of capacity without
vanity„"

PA, Albert Einstein
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GENERAL (BY-LAWS) Corporation

AYDELOTTE, F« Biographical

HAHDIN, JOHN R.

Hardin t© Aydelotte, December 29, 19^1 •

Hardin satisfied Aydelotte's confusion. There is a
secretary to the corporation •who is elected by the corporation.
Under the By-Laws the secretary (Section 6 Article III) is to
be elected by the Trustees. In this circumstance, the
Secretary for the Trustees keeps the record of the Trustees
meetings, the Secretary of the Corporation keeps the
Minutes of the CorpOration meetings. However, he says

Ij Aydelotte cannot take this matter up with theBoard of
| Trustees at the next meeting because he has not made a proper
; announcement of his intention to do so»

JRH Correspondence from January, 19i|.0 to November,
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